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General Information.
LOCATION.

Granville, the home of Denison University! is situated in
Licking County near the geographical center of Ohio. It lies
I the moderately elevated and partly wooded hills which
marl.
Ition from the more level portion of the State to
the more diversified surface of the southeastern section. These
geographical conditions furnish one of the most beautiful anil
restful landscapi I in the State,—a natural environment admirably suited to the spirit and purpose of college life. The community is of New England origin, and the continued resemblance of
its daily life to that of the traditional New England village
is frequently remarked. The intellectual, moral and religious
level of the population is high, and every endeavor is made to
bring students under the lust influences. The introduction of
saloons has long been prohibited, the most recent vote on the
ing a majority of more than six to one.
Granville is on the Toledo and Ohio Central Railway, and
by electric car to Newark, six miles distant, has access to the
Pennsylvania System, the Baltimore and Ohio, and all connecting lines. It has electric car connections with Zancsvillc,
Columbus, Springfield, Dayton and various other points. The
town is also provided with local ami long distance telephone

lervice.
BUILDINGS.
Among the buildings occupied by the various departments
of the University the following may be mentioned:
This building was erected in 1850, to provide
Marih
lodgings for students, literary society halls and leeHall,
ture rooms. It is built of brick, four stories high,
182 feet in length and 46 feet deep. The former
society halls and lecture rooms have been cut up into living
rooms for students, and the entire structure is now devoted to
dormitory purposes. Lavatories on each floor, including shower
baths, with hot and cold water, are easily accessible from the
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nigs shall provide ample room and facilities. The large geological collection was rescued from the lire without loss, and its
working value has been greatly enhanced by tin: generosil
the eminent geologist, Dr. G. EC. Gilbert, of the U. S. G
Survey, who lias presented his private geological librarj to
University, and has signified ins intention to make additions to
the same from time to time.
This building, in addition to the Principal's
office, the lecture rooms and society halls of the
Ac«dem
Academy, for which it is especially designated, contains the offices of the President and Registrar, the
President's lecture room, the lecture rooms of the Departments
of English and Creel,, and the University Chapel. It is of Dakland pressed brick and Amherst stone, and is three stories high
above the basement. It was presented to the University by
Dr. W. Howard Doane. For the present, the spai ions basement
of this building has been fitted up to serve as temporary quarters
for the department of Chemistry.
This is a three-story brick building erected tor
'„ .. the use of Shrpardson College, in 1888. The inteBurton Hall.
....
, ,
.c , _ ,
rior is light and cheery m appearance, restful and
homelike in effect, and complete in all its appointments.
VI

King Hall was erected at a later date, to pro'or tnc increasing patronage of the school, and
contains rooms for about thirty young women.
The rooms are of the same size, similarly furnished, and open
into corridors surrounding a large central court. The lavatories
of both King Hall and liurton Hall have recently been renewed
and enlarged.
V

'H

vi<le

This dormitory, completed during the Autumn
"f lWo' WM ''"'",'1' '" l""vil!l' tor the r;'i'; i! ■
* ' increasing number of students in Shcp.irdson College and is the most spacious building as yet erected in the
irdson College group. It is of brick and stone, three
. in height, and contains rooms for about tirtj young li
besides parlors, reading room, and living rooms for five teal hers
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xin.
All the university buildings are heated and
The Heating lighted from the central station. The plant is
and Lighting divided int• > two parts, the '■ o
which lies
Plant.
jug| [(i tne c..lsI |pf tne y,,.,„., M,.;1
iation building, on a some rhat lower level, and the machinwhich lies beneath tl
n end oi thai buil
Tin' boiler room is supplied with three one-hundred h
mtal-tubular boilers, ol the Atlas make, with room fur a
en it shall be nee le I
Coal, gas, or both simultaneused as fuel. The si
ted by an
dui I tn an eighl
ick situated
. i lege Hill, giving a total elevation
ate bars to top of stack of more than one hundred feel. and
thus securing ■ strong draft, Auxiliary ti) the boilers are two
Stilwell-Bierce and Smith-Vaile 6x4x0 duplex boilei
pumps which maj be used either to suppl) the boilers or to distribute hot water to the lavatories in the various buildings, The
for the latter purpose is supplied from a heater mounted
over one of the large boilers. Two Laidlaw-Dunn-Oordon
duplex pumps 12x 10x18, situated in the machinery room.
circulate tin water for beating purposes throughout all the
buildings of the University, and also the Baptist Church building.
There are also condensers for use of the exhaust steam from the
engines, or of live steam when the engines are not in motion
The water may be heated either in the boilers directly or by the
I exhaust steam The lime is removed from the water
before it enters the boilers by the use of a Stilwell-Bierce and
Smith-Vaile feed-water heater and purifier. The plant now
carries 44,000 feet of radiation, and has capacity for gn
service as the growth of the University requires it. The lighting
apparatus consists of one 46 Kilo-Watt Thresher generator,
direct-connected to a 60 horse power Ball engine, and om
7"i Kilo-Watt Thresher generator direct-connected to a Russell
engine of 110 horse power. The latter has a capacit) of 1200
the former of 720. These suppl;. light to all the University buildings, and electric current to the laboratorii
a rimental purr> -
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building, and in Burton Hall is maintained an excellent collection
tandard and recent works bearing on the history and
criticism "i the Fine Arts.
SCIEHTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

The " Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories," published by
the scientific department! under the auspices of the " Denison
Scientific Association," affords an opportunity for the publication of original work by students and instructors in the several

irtments.
Among the contents of the thirteen volumes of this Bulletin
have been many of the important geological and biological studies of the late C. L. Herrick; various studies in physics, by Professor A. D. Cole; studies in the I're-glacial Drainage of Ohio, by
Professor W. G. Tight; a scries of papers on the Clinton Group in
Ohio, by August P. Foerstc; studies in the nerve system of lishes,
by Professor C. J Herrick; a catalogue of the Phanerogams and
Kerns of Licking County, by Herbert L. Jones; the Birds of
Licking County, by Irving A. Field; papers on various phases of
the Geology of Licking County, by C. L. Herrick, W. G. Tight,
Professor Frank Carney and others; studies in New Mexico
Geology, by C. L. Herrick and Douglas W. Johnson, and a number of Professor Thomas Leonard Watson's researches in the
various ore-deposits of Virginia, Georgia and North Carolina.
THE DEHISOH SCIE5TIFIC ASSOCLATIOB.

This society aims in the words of its constitution:
(a) To afford opportunity for the interchange of ideas by
those interested in the various sciences.
(6) To collect, record, and disseminate information
bearing on the sciences.
(c) To stimulate interest in local natural history and to
preserve notes and specimens illustrating the same.
It has been the means of much good in arousing a desire for
original scientific investigation, and the interest in its work is
constantly increasing.
For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific
Laboratories, published under the auspices of this association,
address the Permanent Secretary, C. W. Chamberlain.
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MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES.

branchea i>f both the Young Men I
:. and the Voun
men'g Christian Association arc
! in tin University. These organisations maintain
iti. Bible Study, the Young Men's
ring a four years' course comprising the Life of
b lii Age, Old Testamenl Biography, and Wi n
■ ■ \< trim
Students taking this course receive ceres tmination at the end of each year, and
at the end ol
B diploma, under the auspices of the
International Committee of the Young Men's Christian Association, Bible Stud Department. Ever) phase of school life is
d in the membership of these organisations, and the
seal shown in the work is earnest and unremitting.
The entire life and administration of the University, while
avoiding set tarianism, is positively and emphatically in favor of
hristian religion, Each day the University assembles in the
: for pra; ers, and tins service the students in all departments are required to attend, unless excused for satisfactory
Thi an ■
d to attend morning and evening
each Sunday, full liberty being allowed to conscientious denominational preferences in selecting a place of
worship. Students are welcomed in the various Sunday Schools
ol the village, and in the Baptist Sunday School there are several

es taught by University instructors and intended expressly
tor students.
AIM.

The University has long enjoyed an honorable reputation
i iroughness, anil other excellent ies of I lental discipline, and
in maintain and advance this reputation, as far as possible, is the
onstant aim of Trustees ami Faculty. Every possible resource
ill 1..- employed to develop young nun and \ oung women in the
' successful manner, physically, intellectually, and morally.
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DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL YEAR.
The scholastic year. I ■
: the short winter and spring
recesses, is divided into two semesters, of eighteen weeks each.
The semester systt
ater flexibility in the arrangement of courses and schedules than the three terms system
which it displaces, and it is also believed that there is a distinct
gain in having but 1
Is during the
year. The winter and
ontinued, as
tofore, but new stu
for the latter part of
the year will present themselves not at the close of one of these
vacations, but at i!
I the second semester. (See
Calendar, page 4.)
[REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY.
Each semester opens with the Chapel service, on the morning
of the day scheduled in the University calendar. Punctuality
at the beginning of the session is especially desired, as losses
incurred by beginning behind one's classes can never be fully
repaired. Although students will be admitted at any time, it is
highly desirable that they begin their studies with the Fall
semester. If the attendance is expected to be for but one
semester, that is the best; if for longer, the regularity secured
by beginning with the opening of the school year, in September, adds greatly to the profit of the study.
Without special permission to do otherwise, each student is
expected to take not less than thirteen nor more than eighteen
hours of work in the class-room per week.
Careful records are kept by the University officers, from
which each student's character for punctuality as well as for
attainments in his studies can at any time be ascertained. This
information will be furnished to parents or guardians at the end
of each semester, and at any other time, on application to the
President.
CHAPEL ATTENDANCE.
Students prevented by any valid reason from regular
attendance at the daily Chapel exercises must present in advance
their reasons for seeking exemption from this requirement and
have the same approved by the proper authority. For young
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men in college classes, this matter is in the hands of the Dean of
Granville College, Professor J. L. Gilpatrick; for young men in
academy classes, the Dean of Doane Academy, Dr. H. R.
Hundley; for young women, the Dean of Shepardson College,
Miss Barker.
CLASS STANDING.

Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the
semester. In the college classes the standing is indicated as
follows: the letter A opposite a student's name indicates that
his work for the semester, including examination, has been
excellent: li, that it has been good; C, fair. The letter D indicates
that the work has been too poor to receive credit until some
condition, imposed by the instructor, has been fulfilled; and E
indicates a complete jaihi/c.
Students marked D must remove the imposed condition
previous to the beginning of the second semester thereafter, in
order to get credit for the study in question. Students marked
E in any study necessary to the completion of their course must
take such study over again in class, or if that is impossible, in
such way as the Faculty shall direct.
EXAMINATIONS.

A careful examination of every class is held at the close of
each semester. All students, whether candidates for degrees or
not. must attend all examinations in the studies which they
pursue. No student whose examination in any study is reported
"incomplete" will receive credit for that study until the examination has been completed, and this must be done within one
year from the date of the original examination.
SPECIAL STUDY FOR HONORS.

Any regularly classified student who has maintained an A
rank in not less than half his work during two successive semesters of the freshman and sophomore years, and has not fallen
below C in any single study, may, with the consent of the faculty,
be enrolled as a student for Honors in some selected department
of study. Application for such enrollment shall be made prior

-I

I'.SITY

to the first of April of the junior year. If the application l<c
granted,
the '■ ■ irtment
shall
assign work to the a]
ntially equal in amount to a
The student shall i
imined on this'
of April of the Senior year. The examinati
conducted und
ted bj
somi
ident, and in addition 1
r in a
general way all ol
nt has tal
D the
sami
ntitle the
applicant I
lis name placed upon the records of the
University as bavin)
Hoi
tment, and the
fact shall 1"- ai :
Coi imencement day and published in
the annual catali
During the in*
ccn enrollmenl for Honors and
examination, the Student must maintain an A rank in all work
done in tl i
tment to which hit ■
i ly shall belong,
and must not fail below B in any other department. il"
also maintain an unl lemishi
;n deportment.
Work dor.
rs must not be elementary in its character, and in no case shall it lie the only work done in the depart :.: in which it is taken. Advanced elective courses already
offered may be utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may
be assigned to suit individual cases; but in no case shall work
upon which Honors are bestowed be counted as any part of the
student's requin
te degree.
PRIZES.

1. The Lewis Littrary Prize Conttst. Charles T. Lewis,
. of Toledo, offers to the Franklin and Calliopcan Literary
Societies the following prizes, to be obtained by literary contests
during Commencement week: Forty dollars to the best debater,
thirty dollars to the best orator, twenty dollars to the best
essayist, and ten dollars to the best declaimer.
2. The Samson Talbot Prize Reading. This prize foundation is for the best reading of Scripture and is open to Seniors
and Juniors. The prizes are $40 and $'20 respectively.
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3. Senior English Prims. To the young lady who shall
prepare and read the best essay in the Senior Exhibitions, $10;
to the second best, 15.
To the young man who shall prepare and deliver the best
oration in the Senior Exhibitions, $10; to the second best, $5.
4. The Moss Piizc. The Rev. Charles H. Moss of Maiden,
Mass., offers as a memorial to his father, the late Rev. Lemuel
Moss. D. D . a prize of $25 to that student for the ministry who
| ('[»:irc and deliver the best oration upon a subject related
to Christian Evidences. Full conditions of this prize may be
learned by applying to the head of the Department of English.
6. The Fletcher 0. Marsh Prize. A prize of $100 to the
undergraduate student in Physics wdio shall present the best
paper upon such topic as may be assigned by the department
of Physics. This prize is established by Charles A. Marsh, of
the Class of 1878, as a memorial to his father and mother, who
were long connected with the educational interests of Granville.
6. The Francis W. SheparJson Prizes in History. First
and second prizes of $50 and $25 respectively, for the best
papers or examinations on some phase of American History, to
be determined by the department of History. These prizes are
contributed by F. W. Shepardson, LL. D., of the Class of 1882.
7. Atliletic Prizes. A number of prizes are awarded for
excellence in certain sports and athletic exercises on Field Day.
HONORS AND PRIZES AWARDED IN 1907.

Special Honors in Latin: Laura Bcitler.
Special Honors in Mathematics. William E. Forsythe.
Special Honors in Chemistry: Robert S. Rockwood.
Special Honors in Physics: Daniel S. Dye, William E.
Forsythe, Charles T. Prose, Robert S. Rockwood.
The Lcms Contest: Debate, Elsor Heater, Franklin; Oration,
Fred R. -McArthur, Calliopcan; Essay, Daniel S. Dye, Calliopean;
Declamation, Joseph H. Lloyd, Calliopean.
The Samson Talbot Prise Reading: Divided equally between
Ellis P. Legler and Joseph H. Lloyd.
The Fletcher O. Marsh Prize in Physics: Daniel S. Dye.
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The Shtpai Ism History Prises: Pint Prize, Blanche A.
Black; second prize Anna J. Sorer
The Mas Prize: Joseph H. Lloyd.
The Senior Essay Prites: Firsl Price, Mar;. F.. McKibben;
second prize. Bess E Wilson.
The Senior Oration Pri»es. First prize. Charles H. Starrett;
second prize, Ernest Corned.
During 10(17. Mr. Mahoney, of the firm of Mahoney, Martin
and Cooke, Columbus, offered a prize for the best essay on
International Arbitration, which was '.von by Fred R. McArthur.
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS.

For deserving students in need of assistance the University
has at its disposal the annual income of the following funds:
1. The Mary K, M
1, 130,000. The income of
this fund is available for ministerial students in Granvifle College, and in the Theological Seminaries after graduation from
Granville College.
2. The King Scholarship Endowment, of S12.000, for the
aid of young ladies in Shepardson College.
3. The Ebenezer Thresher Fund, of $10,000, for the aid of
young men in Granville College.
•I The M. E. Gray Fund, of $".,000, for the aid of ministerial students in Granville College.
5, The David and Jane Harpster Fund, of *1,500, available
for students in Granville College and Doane Academy.
(i. The David Thatcher fund, $1,500, available for ministerial students in Granville College and Doane Academy.
7. The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, of $500, for students
in Granville College or Doane Academy.
8. The Shepardson Scholarship, income of $1,000, for
students in Shepardson College.
9. The Luse Scholarship, income of $1,000, for students
in Shepardson College.
10. The Bostwick Scholarship of $1,000, established by
A. F. and A. A. Bostwick, of Seville, Ohio.
11. The Griswold Scholarships, the income of $5,000, the
gift of the late G. O. Griswold, Esq., of Warren, Ohio.
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12 Tlie Lewis Scholarships, contributed by Charles T.
. Esq., of Toledo, affording free tuition annually to two
students.
13. The Doyle Scholarship, contributed by John H. Doyle,
Esq.! of Toledo, affording free tuition annually to one student.
14. The Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the
President of the University has a varying amount at his disposal
each year to be loaned to students at his discretion, without
interest.
15. The Ohio Baptist Education Society has at its.disposal
free tuition scholarships for its beneficiaries to the number of
forty, if necessary.
1G. By authorization of the Trustees the President of the
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students
in cases of special necessity.
17. A few scholarships which were sold in the early days
of the college were afterwards surrendered by the original
purchaser! and are at the disposal of the Faculty.
Good class standing and exemplary conduct in all relations
of life arc prerequisite to the enjoyment of any of these scholarships. Pupils holding them may be called upon to render a
certain amount of service to the University, but never to an
amount which will interfere with regular college studies.
For further information regarding scholarships open to
ministerial students, address Rev. A. S. Carman, F.ducational
Secretary; concerning scholarships open to those not studying
for the Ministry, address the President of the University.
FIRST DECREES.
The degrees of A. B., B. S., and Ph. B., are conferred upon
such candidates for the same 'as have passed satisfactory
examinations upon all the studies required.
Candidates for these degrees are required to pay the treasurer their dues, including the graduating fee of five dollars, as
early as June 1.
No first degree will be granted to any candidate therefor
who, at the beginning of the second semester of the Senior year
shall have charged against him as incomplete any work of the
course required prior to the Senior year.
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SECOND DEGREES.
The usual Becond degree is conferred on completion of
graduate courses of study. All
>sion of a student to a
graduate course a committee of three from the Faculty shall
supervise his work. Undergraduates who have advanced standing may take work 1
■ i degree, but not more than
two-thirds of a year of such work may be taken previous to
graduation Students in graduate courses are subject to the same
tuition, incidental an I lal
ees as others. The diploma
fee for all adA
. rccs is ten dollars. The particular
requirements lor the several li
..
FOR THE DECREES OF A. M. AMD M. S.
The candidate fur either of tin si
hall study in this
University one year under the direction of the Faculty. Recitations and examinations shall be appointed by the several instructors. Any instructor may require a thesis on the subject taught
by him, and allow it to take the place of as much work in that
study (not to exceed two-thirds of a year] as to him may seem
good. The candidate shall with the approval of the Faculty,
select from the following list one study as a main study, and
shall pursue it throughout the year:
1. One language other than English.
i
2. Mathematics.
4. Science.
:(. Philosophy.
5. History.
He shall also, with the approval of the Faculty, select each
semester, two minor studies.
Minima. A candidate fur the degree of A. M. must take
the equivalent of a three hour course through one semester in
each of the following subjects: (a) Greek or Latin, (6) a modern
language other than English, (0 history, (d) English literature.
The minimum of required studies leading to the degree of
M. S. shall be as follows:
A complete year in some one physical science and two-thirds
of a year of physical science in addition.
Second degrees in course are not granted by the University.
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THE MEDICAL PREPARATORY COURSE.

The Scientific Course includes the subjects recommended by
the Association of Medical Colleges for prospective medical students, and special opportunities are offered in the biological
department to such students as may desire to secure advanced
standing in the medical school. It is now recognized that the
rapidly increasing compel ition in the medical profession makes
necessary the best possible preparation and that college graduates have vastly better prospects of success than others. To
accommodate those students who desire to lay the broadest
possible foundation for medicine, a year of graduate work is
offered leading to the degree of Master of Science and presenting
advanced courses in comparative anatomy, histology, neurology,
botany, chemistry and physics.

THE SEPARATE DEPARTMENTS.

I.

Granville College.

HISTORICAL STATEMEHT.

The name "Granville College" was the official designation
of the school now known as Denison University, for about ten
years previous to the adoption of the present name. At various
times during the succeeding years the re-adoption of the name
had l>een informally discussed among the friends of the institution, but the matter had not been taken up officially. When the
re-adjustment of the relations between Denison University and
Shepardson College came before the Board, the necessity for
some separate designation for the department of the University
which has to do with the instruction of young men in the four
college classes led inevitably to the revival of the old name,
Granville College. Wherever this term is used, the reader will
understand that it refers to the department of collegiate instruction for young men, as distinguished from the departments
dealing with the collegiate instruction of young women,
preparatory instruction, etc.
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FACULTY OF GRANVILLE COLLEGE.
VV. HUNT, D. D., LL. D.,
Intellectual ami Moral Philosophy.
JOHN L. GILPATRICK, A. If., PH. D.,
Mathematics.
RICHARD S. COLWRLL, D. D.
The Greek Language ami Literature.
EMORY

P. MCKIBBEN, PH. D.,
The Romance Languages.
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, A. M.,
Rhetoric and English Literature.

GEORGE

WILLIAM

H. JOHNSON, A. II.,

Tht Latin language and Literature.
CLARK

W.

CHAMBERLAIN,

A. B.,

Physics.
A. CHAMBERLIN, A. M.,
The German Laneimee.
CHARLES E. GOODELL, A. If,,
History and Political Science.

WILLIS

A. B.,
*gy and Mineralogy.
BIRNBY E. TKASK, C. E.,
Civil Engintt ring.
ARTHUR M. BRUMBACK, A. M.,
Chemistry.
FRANK CARNEY,

GEORGE

E. COOHILL,
Zoology.

PH.

D,,

E. STICKNEY, A. M.,
Botany.
WARREN H. ROBERTS, A. B.,
English.
HARRIET M. BARKER, A. M.,
History of Art.
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M.,
Logic
CORNELIA A. MONTGOMERY, A. B.,
English and Vocal Expression.
ANNA B. PECKHAM, A. M.,
Mathematics.
MALCOLM

CORRECTION!!!
The previous document(s) may
have been filmed incorrectly...
Reshoot follows
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FACULTY OF GRANVILLE COLLEGE.

BlIORY W.

HUNT, D. D.. LL. D.,
I in./ Moral Philosophy.

I.. GILPATRICK, A. M , PH. D.,

JOHN

Mathtm ati
D. D.
/ i:r Greek LiitiRnnee mid Lti$ra$uri
RICHARD S COLWBLL,

F MCK

OBOROI

EN, I'H.

D.,

I he Romanes Lang usgti
1.. WILLIAMS, A. M.,
Hint, rit and English Literature.

CHARLES

WILLIAM

1 ii> .
i i

\KK

W.

11. JoHNSOH, A. If.,
/.:;. lalnre
CHAMBERLAIN, A.

B.,

i'ii)., ,

Wll I II A.

CHAMBERLIN,

7 he (iiriui

A. If.,

.

CHARLES E. GOOOBLI , A. If.,
in itory and /'. Htical S i
PRANK CARNEY,

A li..

BlRNBY B. TliASK, C. B.,
1
ngtntt 'i'ii\

If. BRUMBACK, A. M.,

ARTHUR

( llrmistry.
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B. i

OROI

-MALCOLM

E

M.IIILL, I'M.
STICKNEV,

u.,

A. M.,

H-'l.iny

WARREN

H. KOBEKTS, A. B.,
English.

M. BARKER. A. M.,
History of Art.

HARRIET

BUNVAN SPENCER.

A. M.,

Logic
A. MONTGOMERY, A. B.,
English and Vocal Expression.
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B. PECKIIAM, A. M.,
Mathematics.
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ols, the applicant i
■ n • I
ts: Principles ol En
m; Rhetoric (two terms); Engli i Classics, BubstanNew England Assoi iation,
:
Burke a S]
i America ; Macaulaj 'si i I on
Miltoi
ro and II Pense\l ridding The Sir
a Am ienl Mariner; t n
rner; Irving's Life of Gol Ismith; Lowell's Vision
ind Lady of the Lake; Shake: I Merchant of Venice; Tennyson's Gareth
cell ' and Elaine, and the Passing of Arthur.
ebra, tl
;h Quadrati si
: the United States and one year of General
.-. . Elementary Phj si. s.
SCIBNTIFII COURSB. English, Mathmtatict and
uiic as in the Cla ical Course just described.
Latin. The work is tl
s described above for the Classical
i years of work in Grm k, dirm m or Frtnch may
n I ,i- a substitute tot the buri two yean of preparatory
inter. -Physics, with laboratory work, two semesters
and tha-e semi I
selected from among
ing subjects: Chmnistry, with laboratory work;
with laboratory or field work; Physical Geography;
, with laboratory work; Zoology, with laboratory or
Mechanical Drawing, accompanied by plates certified
ictor.
FOR I m; PHILOSOPHICAL COURSB: English, Latin, History
tics, as in the Classical Course, described above.
si in the Scientific Course.
A more detailed idea of these requirements may be gained
• :n the tabular statement ol courses in Doane AcaelI 1 '• e found bj consulting the general index, under
Doane Academy. Pair equivalents for any of the
unerated will of < nurse be accepted. Candidates for
don must present evidence of good moral character, and
m another college must bring proof of regular dismission.
Ilegiate courses occupies four years
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DISMISSION.
Student* leaving before the close of a semester will not be
having honorably terminated their connection with
nivi rsity unless regularly dismissed by the President
EXPENSES.
ed that a thorough and complete collegiate edu:
cheaply here as in any other college in
the country The following is an estimate of some of the more
• items of expense.*
1201
ter
Si'1 00
. |i cludln : li [hi and heat, $17 60
126
in
*'!<"> 0(1 to 60 00
Gymnn mn Pee, $"> each lemeiter
10 00
$j .'in each lemester
5 00
I
h
er
:i oo
12 00
H ard
88 001
ing
I" i"
10 00
T -.,1

$215 lo $2110

Matriculation Fees are as follows: Freshman Class, $2;
Sophomore. $3; Junior, $4; Senior, $'>; Electives, $2.
Students registering for more than eighteen hours of work
in one semester are required to pay an extra tuition fee of $1.00
for each extra hour.
For the Laboratory fees connected with certain scientific
studies, see the statements of the various scientific departments,
in the following panes
Registration Fee, one dollar. For registrations made the
first day of a semester, the fee is remitted, for the second day,
one-half the fee is remitted.
Absence from any regular examination subjects the student
i CM of $2 for special examination.
Hoard in clubs costs from $2.30 to $2.75 per week; in fam$3 to 18.00, Whatever board costs over $2.30 per week
must be added to the above estimate. Many students reduce
'heir expenses below this sum.
All term bills must be paid at the beginning of each semester.
Any student, honorably dismissed during the first half of a
ester, will have one-third of semester bills refunded.
• Coniult the General Index for reference to espeneea in other department*.
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STATEMENT OF WORK IN THE VARIOUS
DEPARTMENTS.

INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
PRl BIDBNT HUNT.
[ATI BPBNCBR.

iquired work In this department comprises one hour a
d iring the firrt
I the Freshman year, four limns
the first semester, and five hours a week during
rter <>i the Senior year. Elective work in Logic
! through both semesters, three hours per week, open to
sand Seniors and other ad varn ed students at the discretion
of the Instructor.
method of work is almost exclusively by text-book and
ation, with theses upon assigned topics. Attention is not
to a single text-book, however, but care is taken to give
introduction to the best literature of the subject.
The purpose held constantly in view is not to secure the
lance of any special theory, but to guide the student in
framing his own theory. Emphasis is laid upon the importance
of the analytic method in mastering the discussion of
■ phical subjects.
President Hunt meets the I'reshmen one hour a week during
the first semester in a study of the foundations of Christian
truth, v. hit h is examined with BpM tal reference to the objections
■Ahit h it has to meet today.
Careful attention is devoted to Deductive Logic, and the
most helpful systems of symbols ami diagrams are introduced.
In teaching Inductive Logic, the most recent developments
are investigated, and the whole subject is treated not merely
system of mental gymnastics but as a method of practical
training for philosophical, scientific and judicial investigations.
In Psychology, the final appeal is made to consciousness,
while recognition is given to the results of psychological
experiment.

«
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;;. Analytic Gtonutry. Sophomore year, first semester,
four hours per week, Friday excepted, 7:40 and 11 A. M. Professor
Gilpatrick and Miss Peckham.
•1. Differential Calculus. Sophomore year, second scmesIIT, four hours, Friday excepted, 7:40 and 11 A. M. Professor
Gilpatrick and Miss Peckham,
5, Integral Calculus. Junior year, first semester, four
hourcepted, l(i A. it, Professor Gilpatrick.
6
/
'
Open to Juniors and Seniors.
S
ter, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. Id A. M.
7.

Differential and fotegro/.—Senior
i^iir hours per week, Friday excepted,
lilpatrick.
uions. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
ur hours, Friday excepted, ll A. M. Miss

11 A. M. i
8. I

10.

Method "j Least Squares, Open to Seniors, Second
. v i : i day and Thursday, B:40 A. M.

The thro
12.

il mediately following are given by the
. ' ivil Engineering.
live C metry. Second semester, two hours.
COU I'"'

l.

II and 15.

Mechanics.—Foot hours each semester.
See
10 and ll.
Astronomy.—Iv fe sot Gilpatrick.
Astronomy.—OptD to Juniors anil Seniors.
Second semester, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 8:40 A. M.
GREEK.
PROFESSOR COLWELL.

The following courses are offered:
I. la) Lysias. Selected orations, with history of Athens
under the Thirty Tyrants and the Restoration of the Democracy.
Selections, With history of the Peloponncsian
war. Reading at sight from Lysias, Lucian, and the New
ii Itament. Freshman year, tirst semester, four hours, Wednesday excepted, in A. M.
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Of the course* enumerated below, applicants for the degree
of Bachelor of Art* arc required to take ai least course 1. For
ol Bachelor of Science, course! I and 2 are required.
i • thi d< ;ree "f Bachelor of Philosophy, students who choose
their major language upon entrance must lake CHUMS
1 and -' and at least two four hour courses iii addition, Aside
from I!I se requirements the various i
open as elective!
ts m all departments, with courses 1 ami :'. in imlcr
to any of the advanced courses
At the option of
lit a ; car of Spanish will 1I I as the cquiva>! French.
I. !
forms, translation,
i rcises,
of simple translation.
,., r. i'., ■ man . .
hours,
tions, S ; I \ M . and i :30 v. u
irse 1. I rrammi r with
in com] ition T
' i '>" pages
Freshman year, second
lours,
ns, 8:40 A. M. and ! :30 P. M.
CI

Chat ian's

and

I d* 1813, and Waltr■

I

M

■, forms and
i
■ and poetry. Sophoi
i HI i: irs, '■'■■ Ini
'
pied in A. M.
.,. i
m and Dictation. First ■ mester, Tuesday
la), 8: HI A. M.
i medies; rapid reading and summaries in
French. Second semester, Wednesday and Friday, 7:40 A. M.
7. Scientific Preach
Kile's Scientific French Reader.
ter, Wednesday, l :80 P. M.
8. Scientific French, continuation of Course 7. Second
semester, Wednesday, 1 :30 P. M.
9. Sdentlfi< Preach.
Nyrop's "Manuel phonetaque du
i trW " Pirst semester, Monde; 8:40 &. u.
III. Scientific French, continuation of Course 9. ft
semester, Tuesdaj. 8:40 A. M.
•I.

Ri

enl
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tinted with the principles of literary criticism, and are
I :i ouraged to develop intelligent appreciation of the best that
lias been thought and written in English from Csdmon to the
nt time. A number of electives are offered during the
Junior and Senior years.
All members of the Senior Class are
required to appear in public exhibitions during the winter,
young men with orations and young women with essays.
The following courses are given:
I. This is a course in theme-writing and in a study of the
hire "I English prose. Required of all Freshmen. First
; ; day, Wednesday ami Friday, 8:40 A. M., 2:30
Mr. Roberts.
'.'. A study of formal rhetoric and of specimen selections
iture, Texts: Genung's Working Principle) o) RhetM
ej and Greenough's Specinunu <•/ Pros* LitRequired of all Freshmen. Second semester, Tu«
, Thursdaj and Friday, 8:40 A. M., 2:30 P. M. Mr.
:;.

I.

/•'

LiUraturi
Lewis, Beginnings o) English Liir, Pi
■.
I's Tait, Spi nser, The
i i
|J
. Macbeth.
De elopi snl of the Drama. Junior year, first
ind Friday, 11 A. M. Prot

En .'.'/'; Literature. The text-book used
upplemented b;
eadings i id
special topics. Required for all groups. Junior
ter, Monday, Wednesdaj and Friday, ll *.

is Simond's,
by nob - on
year, second
»■ Pro*

5. Rhetoric.—Essays and Orations,
Senior year, lirst
ter, Monday, 10 A. M. Professor Williams.
8. Eliiabethan Literature. Based on Professor Saintsbury's
Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:40 A. M.
lery.
7. Anglo-SoxoH.—Smet'tAnfkhSaxon Primsrand Bright's
Anglo-Saxon Reader. First semester, four hours, Wednesday
exi epted, 7:40 A. M. Miss Jones

lire credit
■

■

in
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.
1
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The
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LATIN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
PROl BS80R

JOHNSON.

HR. ROBERTS.

Of th<
[ courses, numbers 1,2,3 and 4 are required
I 'i. .mis for ilif degree <it Bachelor of Arts, but courses
"i and I) ma; be substituted for 3 and 4, with the approval of the
Applicants for the d
of Bachelor ol Philosophy
ttin as their n
uage are required to take
tnent, four hours per week,
si and 2. 11 ir the romaii
een coursi
and i ourses
r of Scii nee in the
rses 1 and 2. Stud< tits in any
I the i
Latin n quired for
in as
with p
I 1

one to be
':', i x x 11,
ntax.

A, M.

Erom t lie
n Poetry. Four hours
i r, two sections,
id ! I A it.
3
1
Two plays of Plautus and one of
'iii.n i
Notes "ii tin History of the Ancient Drama. Pour
per week, Thursday excepted. Pint semester, 8:40 A. M.
I. Rkltoric ill/./ 1.ill I,iiy Criticism <>j the Romans.—This
ourss is based upon Books X and XII of Quintilian, with collateral work in the rhetorical writings of Cicero, the Kpistles of
Horace and the DialogUS of Tacitus. The relation of Greek and
Roman ideas to present day problems of Rhetoric and Criticism
is emphasised. Poor hours per week. Thursday excepted,
second semester, 8:4(1 A. M.

■ the downe Empire.
ngei Pliny.
tely. Four
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Physics. Courses 1-11 are required. Competitors for the Fletcher
Marsh Prize in Physics arc required to take courses 1-15. 4.
Students who desire to take a technical course in electrical or
mechanical engineering. The beet education for such engineers
is one in which the liheral culture of a college course precedes the
training of the technical school, but many cannot afford to spend
the time to complete both college and technical courses. The
Physic* OrOUp includes all the non-technical studies of the best
te. Iiniial schcKils. and its successful completion will lit a student
to enter tin- third year of the technical school, and thus earn
both the college and the engineering degree in six years.
The following courses are offered.
A. EUmtntary Physics. Lectures and recitations based
upon"
' and Gale. Prerequisite to all courses in Physics.
! students who do not offer one year of entrance
Freshmen, first semester, Monday . Wednesday and
,11A.M.

is.

1

1

Eltmentary Physics, Laboratory course based upon
n and Gali
I
|uisite t" all courses in Physics, Pee,
I of stu
lonoti
' men, first semi
. [
and Thursday,
i , or r- Ji ■ li:10.
Lectures and recitations l.ascd
Pi in
te to ali courses in Ph
"( students who do not
lay, Wednes la; . and
. I I A. M.

li.

EUmtnlary Physics.

Labo

rse based upon
courses in Physics, Pec,
i; tudents who do not offer one year of entrance
freshmen, second semester, Tuesday and Thursday,

\. M.

1. Gtmral Physics.

Lecture course.

Lectures am

tions three hours a week and recitation one hour a week.
Prerequisite, Courses AD or entrance Physics
Required of
candidates for the li. S. degree; elective for A. li. and B. Ph.,
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.
First semester, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, X: 1(1 A. M.

Is

;
Fee, 12.00.
•
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Lecture and recitation, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P. M.
Laboratory work Wednesday and Friday, \.'M :»::icJ i>. M.
♦8, Advancid Heat. -A lecture and laboratory course
' upon Maxwell's Theory oi Heat, Prerequisite, 1 4. Pee,
Alternates with course 6. Givenin 1908, Senior, second
Lecture and recitation, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:40
\ u, Labora.1
Ic, Wednesda and Priday 7:ln 9:40A.M.
'.i and in Physical Manipulati n. -Laboratory course
open only to students talcing the Ph sics Group, Instruction is
li isign and construction of apparatus, v. I and
■ : working, glass blowing, cutting, grinding, polishing and
preparation of quarts fibre, etc. Junior and Senior,
econd semester, Saturday. 8 « M, to 12 M.
II and 12. History <>/ Physics. A course designed to
int the student with the historii al development oi Physics.
First and second semesters, Tuesday, II A. M.
li! and II. Physical RtvUws, A study and discussion of
the current literature of Physics, and the discussion of advanced
work, First and second semesters. Thursday, li A. M.
I "> and Hi. '/Views in Physics.—Elective for students in the
Physics Group and required of competitors for the Fletcher O.
.Marsh Prize in Physics. Students who have shown ability to
by siu h a course will be assigned some subject for original
investigation or the repetition of some important classical
experiment, under the immediate supervision of the head of the
department. Senior, first and second semester. Three hours 8
day.
Monday to Priday, inclusive,
HI

GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
I'I'OPKSSOK WILLIS I'll WIIIKKI.IN.

(Abient ',n leave 1007 I00S I
MB, ODBBUCHT,
MR. LAITEK.

The aim of the courses is to give a reach' knowledge of Herman and an insight into the life and thought of the German
people, German is treated as a living language, ami its use as a
medium of conversation is cultivated in the class Interest is
stimulated by reference to the history and present conditions
of (icrmany. In the elemctitarv courses special attention is
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: an, OT Courses 1-li. Pint semester, three hours per week,
. nda; , Wednesday and Friday, 7:40 A. M.
8. Continuation of Courst ~i. - Standard works of fiction,
ind si ieni S, (elected f<>r variety of style and contents to
of those who wish to acquire a reading knowledge
in
Second semester, same hours as course 5. May

in

',< rman Cnltur* and Literature./ the Classical I'eriod.—
Hefe and Litters; Nathan dtr
mas; Schilli
Walltnstiin; Lectures and outlines
■, three hours per week, Monday,
I Ida ,8:40 A M, Prerequisite, 1-4, or 6-6.
. Sections from Goethe's Aits
.. Part !. with selections and
ond semester, same hours as Course 7.
.- Litfratun
Prai ke's German Liti ■>u,iii Anthology; selections and collateral
, two hours per
8:40 A. ii, Follows course 6, 7 or 8.
i
i
i fl German Literature since
MI< ly with the same prerequisites as
■

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCtBHCB.
PROFESSOR GOODBLL.

Throughout the work in History, it will be the purpose to
supplement the lectures and recitations with reports from the
on to]
ned for individual investigation, Research
1 a matter Ol prime importam e to the student in
partmenl and will be rigidly required of all who desire
• ■ therein,
Tli''
I red arc as follows:
1. Mediaval /•;»>,>/v
Prom the fall of Rome to the hepnning of rclipous wars. This course will give special attention to
e ol tin Papai y, the development of national institutions,
the so.ial and industrial development of the lea.line nations,
and tin- causes leading to tin- Reformation. This course, designed
for Sophomores, is required of all classical students, and with
:' is advised ai preparatory to the course in Intcma-
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u ;. Histoi
Second
.

in International I.....
No prei and -' are sir..:
introI ada; . Wednesday, an '. Friday,

M.

GEOLOGY.
PRO! BSE II < AKNi.V.

This department, which o
entire second Hour of
il ll.ill, is unusuallj well equipped with i
iraens, and lantern slides The
commodious, and fairly complete in appointand well lighted reading room, t\ ei
• plates the G. K. Gilbert collection of books
idi nt ■ ill i he Ami rii an ; eriod■., as well as representative
and French magazines come regularly
nl HI
tion the department places much emphasis on
UY have within easy reach the formations from the
Silurian to the Pennsylvania^ inclusive. Thi
iphj where
i'ai i rly and Mississippian series outer ip, and this is in the
n of Granville, affords excellent illustrations for
iography, The conditions are also specially favorin glacial geology, since we have close at hand
the drift of different ice \n\ i
I are within a few nil
unglai iated territory.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING.
PROFESSOR TRASK.

Id work the (lasses arc divided into parties -.vitli just a
nl number to do the required work, B) rotation each
i
omei familiar with the duties ol
ith ever) different instrument vised. A full set of
■ rli di ne bj the party is kept by each member.
i traction in this department is largely by
■ • and recitations, supplemented by lectures
al instruction in field and office work. The departI with a large collei tion of blue prints of railroad
: dards, shop-drawings, etc .\ lilicr.il use
current
: literature. In the courses in
;ive such a training as will meet
M full as possible.
. ,
i
and care of drawing instruing, exer ises in projection, and simple working
l'< n quit it
I rj mathem
lester,
Prid
i
1:30. 1
1.00. A shorter
ered to si
rt electing I
ogii eering
An elementarj stud] of surveying
ipe, chain, compass, level,
illations, problems, field
• i, ionise l and Mathematics 2.
rs, Wednesday at 1:30, Monday, Tues. 30-3:30. Fee 11.00.
Railroad.
and Earth-work Problems attendruction of railways. Transition curves,
n of earth-work, platting, profiles and construction of
ourse will alternate' with course 5. Prerequisite,
e2. First semester, four hours, Friday excepted, 1:30-3:30.
00 Not offered in 1009.
■I. Dtscriptwt Gtomttry. A study of the representation of
hues, surfaces, solids, tangencies, intersections, and developments, with original problems, Recitations, lectures and drawin| Hours for drawing will be assigned. Prereqi
irse 1.
tram
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Prerequisil

. 10 12 A M.

I semester,

Pee, fl on.

IS.
D Meets

in i ity and COUE

n
."

HI

Not

/'. ling.—A si

■

;

■

I
1").

/

land
ts in tl
•■ jtrj i T ■■ hours'
7:40 » v., an add
11.00.

lil

PreSe ond -:, mi ster,
;
mr to be

i ol various
■died and discussed
• steel building
' and working drawii
ide L i tu
::. and Ira'.' r
for work in designing,
! blue prims and designs in possession of the
ed for illustrative purposes. Courses 7 and 10
mester, '2 hours, to be arran ;ed 1 e, $1.00.
iry '>f IocsI for six wi
oinary

: 9 railroad several miles in length, with prelinu

and
ation sur ey, profile and cross
A location map is made, earth-work computed,
: haul and l

llsO made ol B

tation groui
etc. Alternates
P , requi it
", Monday
i . I 30 3:30 Pee, 11.00
18.
A study of the aneroid and
mercurial barometers, solar transit and attachments, Plane table
stadia methods. Base line measurements, triangulation,
tment of observations, mapping. Slide rule computations,
traction of stadia diagrams. Alternates with course 16.
Prerequi il
5. Second semester, Monda and Wednesday. 1:30 3:30 Pee, Sl.no.
Technical Rtading. Study and discussion of cur
rent engineering periodicals. Open to students in the engineering
Both semesters, Wednesday, n A M Pee, $1.00 each
semester,
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Preparations
Pour laboratory periods per
nest
ite, Chemistry I I. Pee, S4.00.
emistry. Two recitations and two laboratory
lisite, Chemistry 1-4.
and Thurs lay, i 30; Tuesday and Pi

0 continued
Second
Same hoi
t ■■■ 9.
Advanced Analytical Three to fivi periods of labi' imetric, volumi trie and
tho
ipplied
■ i ,il and artificial products,
• Ihemistry ."> and 0
Pe<. 11 00. Pe iods to be
i

■ rter.

.

!

Sei ond

2O0LOGY.
PROFESSOR COOH1LL,

1 and 2 General Biology. Thi
>
is given jointly by
lepartments of zoology and botany and is :ilsc> known as
:
'
I'. is di
" illustrate the elementary
: both the animal and the plant
Three credits. Pee, S2.00 for each semester. Lectures
.'i on Wedm sday, labo
1:30 11
and
rfio have had good courses in elementary
' nitted to the - cond
it the first; bu
I and

Prerequisite
Four credits.
at 11, lal oral

coura
id

I.

Pirsl
and
Friday, 2:30

Contin
tte comparati
lapted espei i
may
I lent
i co ii i in

11

.
n 1

1

.
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DOTANY.
181 \\ ■ PROPBSSOR STICKNBY,
(Aha
MISS DAV1BS.
MK.

1(1(111.

itany and
the ev< lutii i i I Btruc!

nction, and
.;■

Require II
tures Wednesdaj al 1:80.
and Thui
, I • ■■ 3:80.

i

Opei

anced
I', e, 12.00 for
Laboratory and

ral survey oi
im, with a stud) of type forms from the lowi
opraent, reproduction and
idered fron I
!":il" "f biology and
! iur hours through the year. Two hours of lecture
i (based on Cam|
ok of
I i... lal o at rj or field
Pn [uisite
F< e, 13 Oi
ruesdaj and Thursday at 11. Lal i im -d:.'. and Friday,
|
The study of the cells, tisins of 1
plants. Special reference I
ique of microscopii stud;
Lectures, laboratory and
. rk. Four hours, first semester. Prerequisite, Botany
; i Lectures Tuesday and Thursda; at 7:40. Laboral
la] and Friday 7:40 9:40.
I.. Physiology and Ecology of Phanerogams. The study of
the various activities of the higher plants, and of the relation of
to form and structure. Le< tures, laboratory, and
field work. Pour hours, second semester. Prerequisite, Botai
I'.. ,$3.00. Lectures Tuesday and Thursday al 7:40. Laboratory
Wednesday and Friday, 7:40 9:40.
*9. Economic Fungi. A general treatment of the more
important plant diseases, such as rusts, smuts, moulds and
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I is at tin dispo
Note books are used th
und

03

of the
the year t i
of the masterpieces

leration
; rovided.
tnunu rat>
1.

funiot - and

;'.'

and Van
aim of
Begin■ ■
Italian Art ushered in
I
made ol e gradual
of painting
the Renaissance and Decadent
Italian An, laying : pecial
rks of
■ the High Ri i
pirit of Italian painti ulmination. '1 he se< ond half of the term's work
.. r.t upon the other great national schools of art, with
HIS on American painting.
First semester, 5
8: in A. M.
History of Architecture Text-1 ks, Hamlin'a History
lure and Hell's Description and Itinerary of English
Cathedrals. After a general introduction to the history ol architecture, and a consideration of the relations of architecture,
s. ulpture and painting, thi study is taken up by pi riods, 1
with the an. ant Empire of Egypt and continuing through
in Europe, A series of lessons follows on the
tre of English Cathedrals, T
ith a
tecture in Europe and the United States.
aim is to gh
al view of the hi it
irchiathi i
■ idi
tnding of their essential elements
The evolution ol
ted,
reful studj of
i

■ ind d

i

1:40 A. M. Alt
*4. History of Sculpture. V
Frotl ii
ulptun
•

in 1!
|uand and
r of sculpture is
, art on later times,

i

it h thai of
and epochs. 1

tion in the
8:40 A. M.
!
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COURSES OF STUDY.
The unit

is one hour of I
mester, and r.'i units are rcquii
i

V
■■ ■ ■

I to take not less
i. in any on
n
..:....
consul

For aid in

ti vc a
ization of cla
■ lent must announce his election of any given stu
' Instructor concerned thin
to the
THE GROUP SYSTEM.
the manifest »:\ iis ol an unregulated choice of
I
m<d, each leading to
inferred by the University, Bachelor
<>f Arts. Bachelor of Science, or Bachelor of Philosophy, Thus
the student, upon entrance, elects first the particular degree for
which he wishes to study and then makes his own choice Miming
1.1 groups leading to that degree, Bach one of these
ime particular line of Study, such as Biology,
H
nal am i . and i onnei ts with this, sui h
other '
ire fitted to i cure breadth and consistency In
bole, together with a thorough and more extended la
he field of study whi< h forms the center of the
A certain amount of I
red in each
group. After the student has made his choice of a group all
furthi
Btudies, ini luding his
choice ol free elective*, must be determined in conference with
his faculty Advisor. At the head of each
■■! lie. in the
following, will be found the name of the l'.c ulty Adviser
for that group.
The numerals following names of studies indicate the num■ the course, as described in the preceding statement* of the
is departments of study. Odd numbers always indicate
lirst semester courses, even numbers those of the second semester,

.11 AIUS.

' ircrap
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units
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■
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Juni

but History l and 2 mull be taken in the
01 Junior
Ei ih :: i. Mathi matii I or Ph; si< i, three
U r, Modern Language or Si ience, three
;
tion, three to nine houri i ai h
I and 2 mual be taken if nol taken in the
i liah 5, Philoi ophy .'! I. Mai
ir four hour- each semester, Modern I
r four hoi
Ele< tion, thre
i t III. Ad\iaer, Professor Jol i
) em Latin, Greek, Englii b, M tl
tics and
n Group 1
ve.
Greek3-4, Latin 3 I orB 6, Historj I 2,
•n ! angui . i . thn i r four houn ■
i

En liah 3
ol A rt, thn
:

i

emeshours i tu h en ester

■ ter.

Philosophy 3-4, S< ience or:.
• each semester. Election, four to

IV. A<h iaer, I'P :
Goo tell.
Year.- En
■■.. Latin, Mathematii ■ and
i Group 1, des< ribed above Prom one to 1
hours i
t • ection, with consent of the Group Adviser.
Sopl i m re Year.- Gn ek 3 I, Latin ■', I or S 6, History 1-2.
in Scienci is equired, preferably in the Sophomore year. Free election, r o to six hours each semeater,
enci : qu . menl is taken during this
or deferred.
Junior -'ear. Historj 3 I, History .". 6, or 8, English 3 1,
History of Art l and 2 or 4, Geology 2. Election, four to six
hour., each semester,
OOP

■

-

■

.-ill six

■
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French or Spanish, and eight of German. Student! who present
of French or German for admission to the Freshman
must take at least eight additional units oi foreign language
work (French, Spanish, German or Latin) before graduation.
■ provided for by these general requirements, or l>y
equirements of the particular Group chosen, is
tion in conference with the Group Adviser. In
• i
ire the formation of a class in any study which is
the student must consult his Group Adviser and
nci rned at least thirty days previous to the end
mi '

\ I]

.'-. IND i'. /•'.
Ivisers, Professor Coghill and
tant Professor Sii, knej
SUB QROUP A.

ol his Freshman scar the student must select
r Botany s
f Bubjecl; in other respects
and botanical branches of this group are the
who enter college without preparatory cheme it m place of Chemistrj 1 to I of the Freshman
I to 1 in the Sophomore year. In modern
' least one yi ar of German and one year of French or
• taken either in the preparatory or the college
I in all cases at least s units of German, French or
ii must be taken in college. More than these minima is
advised,
mum Year. Mathematics 1 and 2. Chemistry 1 to 4,
English I and 2. Philosophy I, General Biology (Botany and
Zoolog] I and 2), Hygiene (Zoology 1 "> and l(i). German or
■1 and the course in Hygiene may lie deferred to
imore j < ar if necessary to give time for the Herman or
French.
Sophomore Year. -Physics I and 2, German or French
be omitted provided two j ears of preparatorj and one year
of Freshman modern language have been done, though even in
ase ii is advised), Mechanical Drawing (Civil Engineering
1; one unit during illter is required and more is recommended . /. log) 3 and I is required of Zoology students
and Botany '■'? and I of botany studen

. iiii t s
U take
taka
. ..• least
;: the
■

Hi
e during
2 an

■

-'.'■ the
ii

lion
■

I a log S, Ger! English 6,
3 i ad
mer
at the

Phv ' '
I

Brumback.
1-2 I'inlosolour
. ■ four
each

ti
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Junior Year English ;i--ly ChcmistryJMO.
Seven to
:. to election tachMMNWv
i Year. English f>, Philosophy :t -i. Nina to thirteen
hours each semester open to election.
In this Group two yean each of French and German are
: a!
Mathematics 3 i. Geologj :i I ami P!iys-,,~
;;

i

.; !■ IX

EngtHi rit

'.1W-.IT.

Professor Trask.

kman Yeai
English I 2, Mathematics I 2, Philosl. Civil Engineering l '-'. Chemistry II. Geology A.
. Ytar, Physics] 2, Mathematics 3 I, French or
in four hours, Civil Engineering -i. first semester, 6, 12,
ami 16 second temestei
Junioi Year, English '■'• I, French or German four hours,
Mali.:
S 8, Physi i 3 (i houi , Geology 5, Civil Engineermi ter4, 10 and 18, second semester.
i Yiar. English 6, Philosophy 8—4, Civil Engineering
', 9, and 11, first Bemester, 8, second semester.
Students interested in Mining Engineering arc referred to
I sub-group under Group X
GROUP X, A and B: Geology. Adviser, Professor Carney.
Of the two sub-groups offered the first is intended as a
ral culture course
Elective! maj be so arranged as to
prepare for ■ teai hing position in Geology and a modern lan. oi 10016 other combination.
SUB-GROUP A.

Freshman Year, Mathematics 1—2, English 1-2, Philosophy I, Chemistry 1-4, and a Modern language Two hours
open to election.
komore Year Physics I- 2, Civil Engineering I, Geology
1 I and a Modem language other than the one selected in the
Preshman year. Election, four to six hours each semester.
Junior Year. English :i I, Zoology 1 2, Geology 5-0,
ii, eight to ten hours each semester.
iot Year.--'English 5, Philosophy :i I, Geology 7-8.
ion, ten hours
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XII: Physics. Adviser, I'orfessor C. W. Chamberlain.
Freshman Year.—English 1 L', Mathematics 1-2, Chemistry
l—l, Philosophy I, Zoology 15. Elective*, French, German, or
civil Engineering 1-2.
Sopkomort Year. Physics I 2, Mathematics 3 4. Elective*,
(two to lie chosen) French, German, Historj ;(-4.
Junior Ytar. English :i I, .Mathematics 6-6, Physics ;i 4
and 11 12, Civil Engineering 4, Election, three to six hours in
lemester, two to four hours in second.
Senior Year. English S, Philosophy 3-4, Physics 6-6 and
13 1 i. Civil Engineering 10. Election, four to eight hours in
nr.csti r. two to live hours in second.
GROUP

111. FOR THE DECREE OF BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY.

The applicant for this degree must in ever) case have had
the same amount oi preparatory Latin as is required for entrance
shman Latin. In each Group one foreign language, (Latin,
French, German, or Greek if preparatory Greek has been preance) mud be pursued through two consecutive
. (16 units), and previous to graduation not less than 10
units more of foreign language work must be elected, in consultation with the Group Adviser, Seven Groups, XIII to XIX,
lead t.i this degree, emphasizing respective!} the departments of
Latin. Romance Lair.:'..ages. Gorman, English, History, Mathematii s, and 'I beory of MUM.
GROUP XIII; Latin. Adviser, Professor Johnson.
Freshman Year
English 1-2, Philosophy 1, .Mathematics
1 2, Latin I 2. French or German four hours. Election, one to
three hours each semester.
Sophomore Year. Latin 3-4 or 5-C, a Modern Language,
History 12 or a Science. Free election, three to six hours each
semester.
Junior Year.—English 3-1; a Modern Language or History
of Art; Latin, Logic or History. Free election, three to nine
hours each semester.
Senior Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4; Latin. History or
a Romance Language. Free election, six to ten hours each
semester.
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XVI: English. Adviser, Assistant Professor Roberts.

man Yeai
English 1 L'. Philosophy I. Mathematics
I 2, Latin I 2, French or German. Election, one to three hours.
\ if
English o 1". two Modern Languages.
i
four in eight hours.
w. English ;>. I. 6, T and 11; Modern Language.
i i.) nun' hours
i Year, English 5, 13 and 15; Modern Language,
.; I Election, three to nine hours.
UP

XVII: History. Adviser, Professor Goodell,

mYear. English! 2, Mathematics 1 2, Philosophy
I, Gi
■ French four hours throughout the year. Pour to
il |e election in each semester. A year's work in
no must be taken in this Group, preferably in the
Prcshi n ear.
Ytar. Historj ! 2 and 8, Geology 2, German
and Kreni !i (four hours each) throughout the year. Three t<> six
ible election in first semester, two hours in second.
Junior Ytai
English :i 4; llistorv of Art I, and 2 or 1;
Historj '■) I ami 5 (i. (History ■"> 8 optional for students of
Shepardson College.) Election, three to six Incurs in first semi sura in second.
Year. English 6, Philosophy :i I, German or
Prench throughout the year, History !> Id. (llistorv '.) optional
for Shi
.:, Coll . tudents.) Possible election, three to
ii first i mi ter 'four hours more for Shepardson
.< students) and five to eight hours in second.
XVIII: Mathematics. Adviser, Professor Gilpatiick,
Freshman Year. Mathematics I 2, English 1 -. Philosophy I, an Ancient or Modern Language four hours each semester. Election, four to seven hours each semester. (One foreign
language to be pursued through the Freshman and Sophomore
years. 10 units, and 10 units more of foreign language work to
be elected during the course.)
Sophomore Year. Mathematics3 I; continuation of foreign
language chosen in freshman year, four hours each semester;
GROUP

three
I
i ;

.1 Foreign
. iur to
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a ;ny 2

.
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ment
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13 11,
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tudent
pursue
The
il also
|uired
csin mu
.:, -.ins
I of
■ Diploma,
•
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II.

Shepardson College.
HISTORICAL STATEMENT.

several 5 cars prior to 1900, under joint agreement of the
rilics of the two schools, the facilities of Dcnison University, including instruction, -..ere largely accessible to tlie students of Shepardson College, The practical working of this
I •' ineiit gradually pointed the way to a still closer union.
r to both daughters and sons of I he
the two s, hools an education in all respects equal, and
equal
ognition upon completion.
; ne, 1900, following these indications of practical expe. a union i
I d, The courses of Dcnison I nii ■ rooms, its material equipment and its degrees,
; i I to the students of Shepardson College on exactly
the same terms as to young men. While Shepardson College
rtment of the University, co-ordinate in all
■i atters with Granville College, it still n tains its legal
POT

Itil . , mi 1 oilers on ils own account one course, differing from

i the ■ nurses of the University and leading to the title of
iate in Literature.
As the Boards of Trustees and the course of instruction
LSI noted) are now the same for Granville
je and Shepardson College they are not here repeated, but
may be found, with other general information, in the preceding
of the catalogue.
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B. PBCKHAU, A. M.,
Math* mati

ANNA

CLARA

A. DAVIBS, M. S.,
S it

A. MONTGOMERY. A. B.
English and Vocal Bxpri

CORNELIA

L. JONBS, A, It ,
Latin and Engli th

RUTH

ARTHUR L. JUDSOK,
History *>/ Music.
(Ali-.-tit en leave, 1907-08.)
AUGUST ODBBRBCHT,

Uadtrn Languages.

A. If.,

A. M.,
Thtory <>/ Music.
EDWARD II. LAUBR, A II..
CARL PAIOI WOOD,

if< rumn

K. TONES, A. B.,
Physical < 'ulturt

PRANCBS
PANNIB

F. ADAMS, B. I..,
;

P.I

M. HUNT,
Matron
BDITH N. STANTON,
11 isuror.
ANNA B. PBCKHAM,
S* rotary to the Faculty.
ICLEANOR II. C'llAFEEE,
SM rotary to thr DOOM; Ckaporon,
MRS. CARRIB ALTROOOI,
Dirtttot "I liming Hall,
HELEN

WOMEN IH CHARGE OF COLLEGE HOUSES.
Burton Hall
Miss BARKER
King Hall
Miss PARSONS
Stone Hall
Miss PKCKHAM
Club House
Miss ADAMS

80.
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In addition to these courses, Shcpardson College on its own
■it ..furs the title "f Associate in Literature for the following
course, based upon the same amount of preparatory work as is
[or entrance to the Freshman Year in the University
:■ ies:

FIRST YEAR
NAME or COURSE.
' t—

French or German
Philosophy
Rhetoric and American Literature
. nee or Marliem.ii ici
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Alter thai date, preparatorj students will be accommodated so
there is dormitory space.
Students who have completed any of the regular courses in
the Shepardson Preparatory Department are admitted to the
man VTear of the corresponding course upon their ccrtififurther examination. For those who have prcpared elsewhere, the conditions of admission arc identical with
e of Granville College
See page 82.
Beginning with !
, 1008, a i
i
■ aratorj
■ will be adopted, substantially identical with the four
se o! I1 ane Academy. The firsl year's work of this
:. will not in- offered by the Shepardson Prepar
Department, but must be completed before entrance, A
full statement of the work of the Preparatory Department, its
requirements, etc., will be furnished on application.
Only such rules and regulations are imposed as arc necessary
t" maintain health and order, It is the endeavor of the College
tn foster among us pupils self-knowledge and self-control.
overnment is intended to be educational rather than
restrictive. With this in view a system of Student Government
has been adopted, having for its province the conduct of young
women in the various college houses.
The conduct of the young women with reference to all social
incuts is under the control of the Faculty.
MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES.

Without placing any constraint upon the denominational
prefereni cs of its pupils, the College aims to surround them with
salutary Christian influences. Attendance on the daily Chapel
exercises and the usual Sunday service is required, hut no
restriction is placed upon the pupil's choice of a regular place of
worship A students' prayei meeting is held every Monday
evening Students and teachers unite in tl;, Voun • Women's
Christian Association, and in classes
{anised lor systematic

tudy.
There are two l.iterarv Societies in the College, the Kuterp. an and the I'hilomathean, which have a large membership and
do excellent work.
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it v. students are advised to consult the Director Before procuring
their gymnasium suits.
Daily exercise in the open air is also required, excepc on the
days for gymnasium work.
SCHOLARSHIPS.
A limited number of scholarships are available for the use
of studints in case of necessity, provided they maintain an
honorable standing in their classes and live an exemplary life.
It is understood that pupils holding scholarships, if called
upon, will be expected to render slight service to the college.
Such service, however, will in no way contlict with the pursuance
of regular college studies,
EXPENSES.
No student is enrolled in any department until settlement
has been made with the Treasurer and Registrar.
In order to economize time and simplify registration, it has
been decided that hereafter no money will be handled on rcgis□ day under any condition.
I. Hills of S2."i or less are due within two weeks after

ration.
II. If bills amount to more than $25, one-half is due
within two weeks after registration and the remainder at the
middle of the seines:
III. Any student who finds it inconvenient or impossible to
:in to the above schedule, may readily secure an extension
of time by applying to the Treasurer for it, provided such
application is made before the time for payment expires.
IV. To enforce these rules, a line of fifty cents, known as a
Delinquent's fee, will be imposed upon students for the first day
their bills remain unsettled after the expiration of the two weeks
or any Othi
I lime, seventy-five cents for the second day
and an additional twenty -five iciits for each succeeding week.
V It is understood that all registrations are for the entire

othen

agreed upon. In case of illness, how-

i vi r, tin following rebates will be granted from the semester's bill:
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PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
The students of the Preparatory Department of Shepardson
College are not separated from those of the College, except in
class-re- m In the homes they mingle freely, living side by side,
ing the same friendships, pleasure* and privileges. This
intimate association is helpful to all, but especially so to those of

...

ENTRANCE.

It is important that those entering for the first time should
the day before the opening ol the first semester for cxamii and classification.
Though students may enter at the beginning of either
rter, much is to he gained by entering the work at the
Oing of the year.
Each student in ordinary health is expected to take three
regular Studies, <>r their equivalent in music or art, and do
the usual amount of reading and rhetorical work.
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the
Iter. The standing is indicated as follows: The letter A
opposite a student's name indicates that her work for the
semester, including examination, has been excellent; B, that it has
po&l (', fair. The letter D indicates that the work has been
too poor to receive credit until some condition, imposed by the
instructor, has been fulfilled; and V. indicates a complete failure
EXAMIHATIOHS.
At the , lose of each semester written examinations arc held
but those who, during the semester, have maintained an A
standing may be excused from such tests, with the rank of honor
students. In order to secure this grade, pupils should have no
unexcused absences.
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES.
All students of the College are required to attend morning
Sabbath service and Sabbath School.
Classes in Bible .Study meet regularly, and are open to all
members of the College.
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Doane Academy.
FACULTY.

H. RHODES HUNDLEY, SC. D., Dean.
English anil History.
BUNYAN SPENCER,

A. II.,

Greek.
E. STICKNEY, A. M.,
Botany and Physiology.
FRANK CARNEY, A. B.,
Physical Geography.

MALCOLM

ARTHUR

M. HRUMBACK, A. M.,
Chemistry.

D. COONS,
Physics.
AUGUST ODEBRECHT, A. M.,
French ana German.
CLARENCE

G. SPENCER, A. B.,
Latin.
J. BROKENBOROUGH WOODWARD, A. B,,
Mathematics.
. (To be elected.)
inglish
WILLIAM

Registrar
Secretary

BUNYAN SPENCER
AUGUST ODEBRECHT

HISTORY OF DOAHE ACADEMY.

This school was organized in 1881, as a preparatory department of the Granville Literary and Theological Institution. As
the latter school developed, becoming first Granville College and
finally Dcnison University, the preparatory department remained
a fundamental part of this educational plant.
In 1887, for the purpose of adding to the attractiveness of
the department and of increasing its efficiency, it was made a
separate school and named Granville Academy.
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ROOMS FOR STUDENTS.

Within certain limitations, the rooms in the college dormitories are available for Academy students.
The rooms arc arranged In suites, each suite consisting of a
12 by 1") feet, a bed room 8 by 11 feet, anil two small
closets. Each suite is designed for two students,
The rooms have been recently refitted and provided with all
■ary furniture. They arc lighted with electric light and
heated with hot water radiators, connected with the central
heating and lighting plant. There are lavatories with hot and
cold water, shower baths, etc., on every Moor.
If any student prefers to room elsewhere, or if at any time
he finds all the rooms in the dormitories assigned to others, he
can always obtain pleasant rooms in the village, either furnished
or unfurnished, at moderate cost,

COURSES OF STUDY,
REGULAR COURSES.
There are three regular courses of study, the Classical, the
Scientific, and the Philosophical, each extending through four
years and leading to corresponding courses in the College. The
holder of a diploma from the Academy is admitted to the Freshman Class of Oranville College without examination or the
payment of a matriculation fee.
Although these courses have heen arranged with special
reference to tin- curricula of the University, they will be found
quite Sufficient to prepare for entrance into any American colAn examination of the detailed scheme of these courses,
found c,n following pages, will show that outside the required
«ork suit],iint clcctivcs are offered to ensure conformity to

»i'lii idual needs,
ELECTIVE STUDIES.

When tin- reason seems to he sufficient, students are allowed
to make a judicious choice of elective studies, hut this choice is
never permitted to interfere with the work of the regular classes
in which studies may he elected.
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GREEK.

The regular course in this subject includes two years, five
hours a week, covering the ordinary first year of Greek, the usual
amount of the Anabasis, and prose composition. Pi r tl ose preparing for colleges requiring more Greek for entrance, provision
is made for taking the additional amount in connection with the
Freshman Class in Granville College.
For the benefit of those who enter the advanced courses in
the Academy or who enter the Freshman Class in the College
desiring to ::ike the Classical Course but lacking Greek, a so-called
" Doubters'" class is organized which completes two years in one.
Only students of tried ability and earnestness are allowed in this
class, and a decline of grade below 80% immediately debars the
delinquent from the class.
MODERN LANGUAGES.

Two years of French and two of German constitute the
work of this department.
French or German may be substituted for Latin in the last two years of the Scientific Course,
and a similar substitution of French, German or Greek will
hereafter lie allowed in the last year of the Philosophical Course;
and while no work in this department is required, at present,
in the Classical Course, it is hoped that no student will complete
that course without at least one year of either French or German.
SCIENCE.

Four full years of Science arc offered. Faeh course requires
she conventional proportion of laboratory work. In the first
semester of the second year, Physiology is given, and in the
second semester, liotany. Laboratory and note-book work is
required in both these courses. In the third year, strong courses
in Chemistry and Physical Geography arc given, lioth consist
of text-book, lecture and laboratory work. In Physical Geography, field work is also required, In the senior year, the subject of Physics is given, with regular weekly laboratory work
throughout the year.
All the science work is clone nuclei the direct supervision of
the heads of the respective departments in Granvilk College, and
Ibis fact, together with the exceptional equipment afforded by
Onsection of the Academy with Denison University, guarantees superior advantages in our Science Department.
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STATEMENT OF COURSES BY YEARS.
While in most cases four years will 1-e absolutely ntvcssarv tO complete The work require*! for graduation, il i- no! the policy
of the school to bold back those who are clearly able to cany more than the yearly allotment.
Excepti mall]
mature
and capable students may m the four yean k>mplete all the Academy work and more or less of the Freshmai
liege
The work of the Academy is so articulated with thai of the College as to make this plan quite feasible, and in this way it mav
be possible frequently to shorten ihe combined work of the Academy and College coiuiiW by at least a ye ir
SCIENTIFIC

FIRST
YBSJI

Sr.ro> v
YEAR

THIRD
YEAH

FOURTH
YEAR

PHILOSOPHICAL

Latin I, (1M Book)
ft
Algebra I (Through Quadratics)
ft
History I (Ancient. 1st semester; M< Jiaeval
and Modern 2d)
5
English I (Review Grammar and Elementary Composition)
3

Latin 1
Algebra I
Hisiorv 1
English I

5
:.
ft
3

Latin II (2d Latin Book [Caesar) and prose
composition;
Science I (Physiology 1st semester, and
Botany 2d)
or
French 1 or German
English II (Rhetoric and Classics)
History II (Enghsh)

Latin II
Science I
English II
History II

ft
ft
4
3

*»
s
ft
i
3

Latin III. (7 of Cicero's Orations and Prose
Composition)
ft
Greek I (1st Book)
5
Plane Geometry
ft
English III. (Rhetoric and Classics)
3
Latin IV. (Vergil and Prose Composition)
Greek II, (Anabasis and Prose Composition;
Chemistry or Physical Geography, or Phvsica. or Solid Geometry. 1st semester:
and Alcehru II. 2d
English IV. (Literature)

Latin III, or French I or German I...
Science II
(Physical Geography or CtaemJatrr), -.
p^me Geometry
English 111

ft

HOCUS

PER
WEEK
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Science I. or French I. or German 15
EagUat 11
1
faUftorj 11
3

S
ft
|

Latin III.
5
Great I. or French or German or
Bdenee 11
.
5
Plane Geometry.
5
English III
3

Latin IV, or French I or II, or German
lor II
5
Solid Geometry 1st semefler. and
Algebra II. 2d
5
ft Physics
ft
1 : English IV
3

Latin IV
5
Greek II. or French 1 or II. or German
I or II
5
Chemistry or Phys. Geog..or Pbv«ics. or
Solid Geom. 1st semester, and
Algebra II. 2d
5
Engloh IV
3

5
5
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RULES FOR EXAMINATIONS.

1. All students, whether candidates (or the diploma of the
Academy or not, are required to attend all examinations in the
studies they pursue, unless excused by merit.
2, No student whose examination in any study is reported
as " Incompl*l4," will receive credit for that study until after
the examination has been completed. In case, however, the
examination be not completed within one year, the unfinished
study will be regarded and treated as "Not Passed."
:t. Any student reported as passed "Conditionally" in any
work, must remove the condition within one year from the date
<.f the examination in which it was incurred, otherwise he shall
be regard! '1 and treated as "Not Passed."
I Any student reported as "Nol Passed" in any study will
credit for that study until he has again pursued it as
ular class exercise, and has passed the regular examination
in the same.
."> Giving or receiving aid in any examination is deemed
immoral, and will be visited with severe punishment.
''■ Any student who is absent from examination, without
:it previously obtained, must present to the Kaculty a
written Statement "( the cause of his absence; and the reason
tx acci pted as sufficient before he can enter his class.
7 A Student who, having been absent from a regular
■ .niation in any class, applies for a special examination, or
Student Who takes an examination for the removal of a eon:i. must present to the instructor the Treasurer's receipt for
'.hi examination fee before receiving credit for such special
i xanun ition,
RULES GOVERNING ABSENCES FROM CLASS EXERCISES.
I. If a student shall be absent no mure than five times
iron, any class exercise during one semester, these absences shall
: id as exi
II. The absences in excess of five shall be treated as
•■/. at the discretion of the instructor,

-
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PRIZES.
IRVING-CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST.
l-'or several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a result
of this the societies held for several years a public contest with
no reward in view except that of the honor of being victor.
To stimulate the desire for honor and to encourage faithful
work in the societies, the faculty of the University adopted the
following resolutions:
1. That the contest be held between the holiday recess and
the close of the first semester of each year.
2. That the winners of the contest in Declamation and
Essay be granted each a scholarship for the second semester of
the current school year.
:i. That the winners of the contest in Oration and Debate
In- granted each a scholarship for the two successive semesters
following that in which the contest is held.
SHERWIIf SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES.
II. A. Sherwin, Esq., of Cleveland, has established in the
Academy a first and second prize of $5<) and $25, respectively. These prizes are unique in their terms. The conditions
of award are changed every year, and are announced only at the
close of the year. Excellence in general scholarship with personal merit, excellence in Greek, excellence in Latin, and
acquaintance with matters of current interest have been made the
basis of award in different years since the prizes were established.
ATHLETICS.
Besides holding membership in the general athletic Association of the University entitling them to all the privileges of that
organization, the students of the Academy have their own athletic association and maintain their own teams in the various
branches of sport. Their athletics are supervised by a board of
athletic control and a graduate manager. Contests in football,
basket ball, and baseball are held with the more important high
schools in this section of the State.
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Board in clubs costs from $2.35 to $2.75 per week; in
families, $;).(>() to $3.50. When board costs over $2.35 per week,
the excess must be added to the estimate given above. Many
student* reduce their expenses below that sum. Rooms in the
v arc always to be had at prices ranging from 50 cents per
week up. In the estimate above, reference is made to rooms in
the dormitories, and includes heat, light, furniture and baths.
Al! bills are to be paid, or satisfactory security for their
payment lodged with the Treasurer, at the beginning of each
n students take their places in their classes. No
tuition, room rent, or incidentals will be for less than
T< It-books and stationery can be obtained at the Dcnison
I
hange or in the village.
The really necessary expenses of a student for a year,
i lothing and traveling, range from $200 to $250.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Government.
to i itablish and maintain a relation of conteacher and pupil, and to stimulate those sentihich mature into Christian manhood. Students are
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DESISON UNIVERSITY

twice each Sunday. Two regular weekly prayer meetings are
sustained by the students. Members of the Academy are made
welcome in the various Sunday Schools of the village. In the
Baptist Sunday School, several classes, taught by College and
Academy Instructors, are intended expressly for students.
Scholarships.
By a vote of the Board of Trustees, the President of Dcnison
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students
in cases of necessity. A few scholarships, surrendered by the
original purchasers, are under the control of the Faculty, and
are assigned by them at the beginning of each year.
Voluntary Societies.
There are connected with the Academy and conducted by
the Students, two literary societies—the Ciceronian and the
Irving. Each society has its own hall, which is neatly and
tastefully furnished, and in which it holds weekly meetings.
The students of the Academy are also admitted to membership in the Denison University branch of the College Y. M. C. A.,
in the Scientific Association and in the Athletic Association of
Denison University.
Public Exercises.
■ During the year the Literary Societies each hold three
special public meetings—an "Extra" at about the time of the
Thanksgiving recess, an "Annual" during the Winter, and a
"Commencement" toward the close of the year. The graduating
exercises of the Academy are held during the Commencement
week of Denison University. Members of the class completing
the work of the Academy participate in the programme. The
diploma of the Academy is given to each student who completes
in a satisfactory manner any of the regular courses of study.
Dismisaion.

\n student who leaves the school before the close of a
semester will be considered as having honorably severed his
connection with the Academy unless he has been duly dismissed
by the Dean.
Any further information may be obtained by communicating
with the Dean of the Academy.
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HONORS AND PRIZES FOR 1907.
First Honor, Scholarship
Second Honor, Scholarship

Zo Dixon Browne
Newton Hanscomb Carman

Competitive Orations.
Victor Hugo Hoppe,
Henry H. Lewis Deibel.

Fred Guy Smith,

The Sherwin Prizes.
First Prize, $50.00
Second Prize, S25.00
Declamation
Essay
Oration
Debate

Charles E. Warner
Zo D. Browne

The Cicero-Irving Contest Prizes.
Newton H. Carman,
Karl C. Eschman,
Alvin Z. Stoner,
Charles E. Warner,

Irving
Cicero
Irving
Irving

SCHEDULE OF RECITATIONS.
7:40-»:40
FIBST

I a::n I 5

YEAH

rjr II .;
''■ ••

:alft
Latin II 5

10:00-11:00

nauuBeu

PHI;.OSOPHICAL

;

1:30-2:30

2:30-3:30

(LatlQ I) 5

English 1 3
Physiology and
Botany 5)

drench I) ft

English 11 4

(Laboratory 2)

Latin III a

English III 3

,1-rcneli I .1)

(Latin III 5>
(Chemistry .'»!
Til. A Ttl. I,ecl.
W * K lib.

Ocoaeu, 1

(German I 6>

"»■•"»8

Ml'iman I ft)

(French I 5)

English IV 3

Greek 11 5

(German II 5)

English IV i

(Laboratory. 2)

Physics 5

(German II 5) '

English IV 3

(Greeli II 5)
(laboratory. 2)
(Greek 111 4)

(Plivsics
l*lsem. 2M)

CLASSIC* I.

■lie

11:00-12:00

History I 5

OaM

vi u:

i OURTB i I IB

8:40-0:10

1 ll!

W

.V. V.)

Latin HI ,i

Greek I 5

English III 3 (Physical
(Laboratory 2)
Geography a)
English HI 3
(laboratory 2)

(Solid Geom.
(Physics.
1st arm. 2K)
1st Mm. 2H)
Algebra II 2«
Solid Geom. and
Algebra II 5
(Solid Geom.
i Ulsetn. 2H)
and
1 (Algebra 11 2H

(Greek II 5)
(Cnem. or
Pbya. Gene, ft)
Latin IV ft
(French II 5)
(Latin IV ft)
Latin IV 5

IV.

Conservatory of Music.
FOREWORD.

Music in some form has always been taught in the educational institutions of Granville. At first and for many years
the work was semi-private in character, but growing constantly
larger and more important, was taken under the management of
Shepardson College for women. The rapid growth of the last
ten years led to the acquisition of a suitable building for teaching
and practicing, and the building of a Recital Hall, one of the
most perfect halls, acoustically, in the state. In 1900 the
College and University were united, making it a co-educational
institution, and the Conservatory of Music a part of the University proper. The further recognition of the value of its work.
by the University, by allowing credits in the college for certain
work done in the Conservatory, has increased the enrollment of
college students and those who do not wish to become professional musicians but desire a knowledge of music in all its phases.
Under the group system described elsewhere there is one
group leading to the B. Ph. degree which embodies the Theoretical Course of the Conservatory of Music, and in all other groups
leading to any of the baccalaureate degrees, credit is given for
elective work in musical theory.
In the Denison University Conservatory of Music the
endeavor has always been to require of students, especially candidates for graduation, the broadest possible education, not only
in music, but in other branches as well. It is understood that
no student can do thorough musical work without at least the
foundations of a liberal education. For this reason especial
attention is called to the academic studies required for graduation.
In the so-called Theoretical Courses the object is not alone
to develop the latent powers of possible future composers, but to
educate pupils in the intelligent appreciation and criticism of
music. To this end, considerable time is taken in all the courses
for the discussion and analysis of the best examples available
bearing on the subject under consideration. At the same time,
'05

f
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the emphasis is laid on original work, as being the best preparation for the study of the works of the masters. The detailed
announcement of these courses will be found on another page.
The Conservatory has recently acquired a Piano Player,
with a comprehensive selection of roll music and the printed
music accompanying it. This constitutes a library of music
which is being constantly added to, and is not the least important part of the school's equipment, since by its use in the
classes and independently by the students the latter become
familiar with the best in the literature of music. The machine
is also used in public lectures on music, thus covering a large
field of usefulness. These lectures are further illustrated by
means of lantern slides which are prepared especially in the
laboratories of the University.
The Concert Course offered by outside artists, the Faculty,
and the Symphony Orchestra afford, it is believed, greater opportunities to hear good music than are enjoyed by many larger
schools.
The Granville Music Festival Association also offers a
Spring Festival each year besides other concerts, thus increasing
the opportunities of hearing the standard works for chorus and
orchestra.
The standard of efficiency of graduates in Voice, Violin,
Piano, Organ and the Theoretical work is constantly growing
higher, due no doubt to the constant strengthening of the course
of study and the broader requirements for graduation. With
the addition of the new Theoretical work which has been planned
the Conservatory will be able to offer, in many directions, as
thorough a course as any school in Ohio, and as such should
receive a liberal patronage.

""
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ORGANIZATION.

EMORY

W.

HUNT,

Board of Control.
D. D.
HARRIET M.
ARTHUR L. JUDSON.

BARKBR.

A. M.

Faculty.
L. JUDSON, Dean.
Professor of Violin and History of Music.
•ARTHUR

Director of Orchestra and Festival Choruses. Private pupil
in Violin of LcRoy McMakin, Cincinnati Conservatory, and Max
Bendix, New York. Pupil in Theory of Dr. Henry G. Hanchett,
New York.
A. B. m. c. I., A. M. (Harvard).
Head of Theory Department.

CARL PAIGE WOOD,

Final Honors in Music, Harvard University, 1900. Studied
with John K. Paine, Frederick S. Converse, and Walter R.
Spalding, and at the New England Conservatory with Wallace
Goodrich and Henry M. Dunham.
FANNIE JUDSON FARRAR,

Head of Piano Department.
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Ecker, Toledo, Ohio; Constantin
Steinberg, Philadelphia; Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tobias
Matthay, F. R. A. M. and Claude F. Pollard, A. R. A. M., London. Student in Vienna in 1894. Pupil in Musical Kindergarten
of Mrs. Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago.
ELIZABETH THOMPSON WILSON,

Acting Dean.

Teacher of Singing.
Pupil of Herman Schirncr, and Harry Brown Turpin,
Columbus, 0.; George Magrath, J. G. Bierck, A. Buzzi-Peccia,
New York.
,

~s

M. BENEDICT,
Organ and Piano.

ELIZABETH

Pupil of Harrison Wild, Chicago, 111., in Piano and Organ.
Pupil of Alexander Guilmant in Paris, summer of 1907.
•Absent on leave, 1907-1908.
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DOROTHY KIBLBR,

Teacher of Piano.
Graduate of National Conservatory of Music under Rafael
Joseffy and Max Vogrich.
L. HIDDEN.,
Teacher of Violin.
Director of Orchestra. Student for three years in the
Leipzig Conservatory under Sitt and Becker. Two years in
Berlin under Halir of the Royal High School of Music. Two
years in Prague as a private pupil of Sevcik.
REGINALD

BERTHA ELIZABETH STEVENS,

Assistant in Piano.
Graduate of Denison University Conservatory of Music,
1907.
INEZ WINDERS,

Assistant iu Voice.
HOWARD WARING MARSH,

Assistant in Voice.

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
A. Course in I'iano.
B. Course in Voice.
C. Course in Violin.
D. Course in Organ.
E. Course in Theory and Composition. 1-2, Solfeggio; .1-4,
Introductory General Theory; 5-0, History of Music; 7-8, Harmony; 9-10, Counterpoint; 11-12, Musical Form; 13-14, Canon
and Fugue; 15, Vocal Counterpoint; 10, Free Composition.
F. Ensemble Classes: (a) Chorus, (6) Orchestra, (c) Piano,
(d) Musical Kindergarten, (ej Shcpardson Glee Club.
A.

Course in Piano.

To this course is added the principles of expression, which in
connection with a good tone production, constitute the secret of
playing with expression, as far as it can be taught.
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It is a difficult matter to specify a set course adapted to the
needs of all pupils, so it has seemed best to suit the work to the
individual requirements.
Great care is taken that the foundation work be most
thorough, and tone production is made the first object of technical study, followed by facility and velocity.
B. Voice.
True cultivation of the voice involves the study of the control of the entire body. Wrong voice production is the result of
wrong mental and muscular action.
Special attention is therefore given to correct standing position, perfect control of breath, freedom of throat, agreeable
facial expression and distinct enunciation. It is intended to follow closely the ways of the great English masters, who combine
the best elements of the old Italian school (represented by
Lamperti) with certain ideas belonging to the German school.
Beside teaching the right use of the voice, so that the tone
shall grow in strength and beauty, it is the aim to train the
pupils so that they shall read music quickly and accurately, and
to give them also true ideas of interpretation.
The studies and songs used are varied according to the
needs of the pupil. The works of Abt, Concone, Seiber, Panofka,
Nava, Lamperti, Marchesi and Bordogni are studied. All grades
of songs are used from the simple English song to the opera and
oratorio arias.
C.

Violin.

It is practically impossible to prescribe a set course for
students of the Violin since each one naturally presents a widely
different problem to be solved. No separate grades of study
therefore appear in this catalogue. The first attention is given to
the study of correct tone production. After a good tone is
acquired the left hand is trained technically to develop strength,
surety and facility. After these have in some measure been
attained the study of etudes, and pieces, including sonatas and
concertos, old and modern, is taken up.

CORRECTION!!!
The previous document(s) may
have been filmed incorrectly...
Reshoot follows
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them also true Ideas of interpretation,
I In studies and songs used are varied according to the
I of the pupil. The works of Abt, Concone, Seiber, I'anofka,
Lampertii Marches! and Hordogni are studied. All grades
I from the simple English song to the opera and
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It is practically Impossible to prescribe a set course for
I I In Violin since each one naturally presents a widely
I i problem t'i be solved, No separate grades of study
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The human organs of hearing and of speech are described, and a
retical study is made of the construction and qualities of
tral and other instruments, Ample practice in
position and the use of all the clefs is insured in the arranging "i scales, etc., f> >r the different instruments. The work
ludes with an elementary study of intervals and triads, with
their inversions, preparatory to the course in Harmony.
5,0.

History of Music.—MK. WOOD.

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, 1:30 P. M, Four
per week, both semesters, Prerequisite, courses 3, 4.
Text-book, "History of Musk." A. I.. Judson. A considerable amount of independent reading and comparative study
|uired, with written reports.
1'iusi SEMESTER: Study of Origins. Ancient and Mediaeval
Music The Relations of great Art, Political and Religious
i mints to musical evolution. Biographical studies, Mediaeval
music. Polyphonic Schools.
SBCOND SBMBSTBR: Evolution of Instruments. Growth of
different Forms. Relation to Civilization. Biographical studies.
ic and modern music. Relation to Civilization. Reasons
for development. Tendencies. Biographical studies.
7, 8.

Harmony.—MR. WOOD.

Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday, 11:00 A. M.
Pour hours per week, both semesters. Prerequisite, courses :i 4.
Kl vledge of the pianoforte equivalent at least to the ability to
play an ordinary hymn-tune at sight is necessary in the study of
harmony.
Review of intervals and triads; dominant and secondary
seventh chords with their inversions, passing notes; ninth
chords; suspensions; augmented and altered chords; modulations; organ-point. The work consists of exercises on figured
and unfigured basses, and the harmonization of melodies for
three and four voices. These are written both on the blackboard
and outside the class-room, and corrected and discussed by the
instructor. After revision the exercises are copied into note
books and kept for reference.
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The text-books are Prout's Musical Form and Applied
Forms. Collateral reading is assigned from time to time.
13, II Canon andFugue.—MR. WOOD.
Two horns per week throughout the year: Monday and
Thursday at III \. M. Prerequisite, eourses 3, 4, 7. 8, '.I, 10, 11
and 12,
Proficiency in pianoforte or organ playing is necessary.
This course consists of the analysis and composition of the
advanced forms of polyphonic music, and therefore requires a
mgh command of the technique of harmony and counterpoint
II is a necessary preparation for the larger and freer
composition. The treatises on the subject by Prout
Jadassohn are used.
15. Vocal Counterpoint. MR. WOOD.
Two hours per week for the first semester: Tuesday and
Friday at in A II. Prerequisite,
.:, I, 7. S, 0 and 10.
ontrapuntal facility acquired in the earlier courses is
applied to the making of original vocal settin sof selei ted text*.
tii i
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION.
Diplomaa will be granted to students who have pursued the
i of Study prescribed for their special department and have
evidence of requisite musical ability. This diploma will
ranted only to those who display artistic ability in public
performance. To students completing prescribed work, but not
desiring to make a specialty of public performance, a certificate
ml ami character of the work done will be
retical work required in all departments is two semeseach of Introductory General Theory, Harmony, Counter' History of Musi., Analysis of Form, Canon and Fugue.
In voil i- and violin department pupils will be required to pursue
tin- study of piano sufficiently (two semesters as a minimum], to
le them to read easy accompaniments at sight.
In addition to the work required in the Conservatory, canluation will be required to complete the following
li mic studies: Due year of modern Language, and English
spending to entrance requirements for the I'reshman Class
n University, The presentation of satisfactory cvitliat this work has been completed elsewhere will be
pted upon the same terms as in Denison University.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Students may enter at any time, but cannot register for less
a half semester, All students arc under obligation to
perform at the regular examinations and recitals, according to
lirection of the teacher, and an- no! allowed to perform in
public without the consent of the instr i
I he Circulating Library furnishes all necessary music for
students, except in the violin and voice . lasses
Artists' recitals take place during the year, which pupils are
enabled to attend by the payment of a small concert fee.
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School of Art.

LAURA B. PARSONS, Director.
EDITH N. PATTENCILL, Assistant.

Drawing, Painting, Composition, and Designing.
CARRIE MARIE HOWLAND,

China Painting.
B. PARSONS,
Arts and Crafts.

LAURA

M. BARKER,
History of Art.

HARRIET

The Art Course is arranged as follows:
I.

CHARCOAL DRAWING.
FIRST GRADE.

Geometrical solids in outline—also in light and shade.
Principles of elementary perspective.
Cast drawing from historic ornament; masks; hands and
feet; details of human face.
Simple studies from still life.
SECOND GRADE.

Advanced cast drawing from the antique. More elaborate
studies from still life. Sketching from life. Designing.
THIRD GRADE.

Cast drawing continued from the full length figure.
Drawing from life costumed model. Composition.
II. WATER COLORS ART) OIL.
In this work thorough study is given to Composition, Color,
Textures, Values, Light and Shade.
Water color painting is taught according to the French and
English method, great attention being given to technique.
Out-of-door sketching is taught during the entire course.
"7
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DEPARTMENT OF VOCAL EXPRESSION.
Miss MONTGOMERY.
The aim of this department is the cultivation of the speech
art in its broadest sense. The student is taught not to imitate
but to apply intelligently the principles of vocal expression, thus
inn nim, through the media of the best literature, oratory,
and the every day social circle, to wield a power than which
there is no greater.
No college graduate should feel himself equipped for the
if field of activity into which he enters, if lie lack that element i i i ulture which identifies itself with ease of manner and
1 dress. That such refinements may be cultivated by a
thorough and practical study of the psychology of expression
has been fully demonstrated by the best teachers in this line;
and that this study is considered to hold a most important place
in the college curriculum has been attested by its inclusion in
the required work of some of our best universities.
The following courses are offered as college electives:
I. Principles oj Exprtssional Analysis, or Analysis of
■hi through lone. This course deals with vocal expression
in its n lation to psychology and physiology, and is the foundation for later independent work. Section A, for men) section H,
men, Pint semester, two hours.
II. Completion of course 1, and independent tvork, including
:::■•■ study in Oratory. Section .\, men; section B, women.
Second semester, two hours.
III. Study and relation of Shakespearean and other classic
dramas, Courses 1 and 2 arc prerequisite. First and second
semesters, one hour.
A beginning class will be organized the second semester if
there are a Sufficient number of applicants to form a class.
A special fee is required for this work, of Sli.OU a semester,
in order to exclude all who arc not seriously interested in it.
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DEGREES CONFERRED. JUNE. 1907.
Honorary.
SILAS

K

RAYMOND

R.
LINCOLN

JOHN

Doctor of Divinity
Doctor of Divinity
Doctor of Divinity
Doctor of Laws

PMCI

M

WEST

JONES
HULLEY

Muter of Arts.
AUGUST ODEBRECHT

ALLEN

C,

ROUDEBUSH

Bachelor of Arts.
JOHN WALTER BEATTIE,

IRA DONALD HUSTON,

CLTDI COLBY.

ELLIS PETER I.EGLER,

PNANI HURD

Cox.

JESSE JOSIAH RUNVAN,

CHAKI.ES KNNEST FLBMINO,

WILLIAM GEAR SPENCER.

Bachelor of Science.
JESSE ALLEN BAKBR,

CHARLES THOMAS PROSE.

KENNETH JAMES CAMPBELL,

FRANK MIX ROBBINS.

DANIEL SHEETS DYE,

ROBERT SPENCER ROCKWOOD,

WILLIAM BLUE* FORSVTHE,

EARL READ SCHEPPEL,

LEON VVADB HOYT.

ROBERT KLINGBR WALSH.

FRANK GIBERSON LARLE,

HARRY COLLINS WIGHT,

ROBERT WILLIAM LUSB.

IDA ELIZABETH WICKENDEN,

CHARLES MOREHEAD PEASE,

ELSIE WRIOHT.

Bachelor of Philosophy.
ERNEST CORNELL,

ELMA GILLESPIE MARTIN,

HORACB PRESTON.

MARY LOUISE MCKIBBEN,

WILLIAM HUGHES SHEPARD,

MARY MONTGOMERY.

CHARLES HEDGES STARRITT,

FRANCES WELLS PRIEST,

LAURA HI HI I R,

CLARA ELIZABETH ROUDEBUSH.
BESSIE EMMA WILSON.
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JAMN HABBT FOBSYTUP, SC
HBBES HOWARDGIBSON, Ph
ROBBBT POM HAMILTON, SO
I.INN WHBBLBR IIATTKRSLI'Y. Cl
GROROB L, HBRSHBBROER SC
Ri -.-.ILL JACOBS, SC
v. I.ri JBWBTT, SC
PARRT RAYMOND JONBS, SC
CLARENCE WOBTHINOTON KRMPBR,
ClARBNI i KSTBBR, SC
WALI I c LIVINGSTON, SC
I MAPLBSDBN, rh
KIK I LBV Fl.l rcHBR MAI m.k, SC

Cl

I RANBUN UcDONNELL, Cl
Ph
Cl

PRANI I* PAYETTB PATRICK,
WALLACE PHILLIPS,
HARRY LBI PINB, I'll

■■■ OOD, Sc

IIAI-KY EDMUND RODOBRS, SC
HOMI ■ DAVID SWVOBRT, Ph
WALTEI ROBBRI TAYLOR, Cl
CUARLBI WAYI AND THOMAS. Ph
ii AROLO THOMAS, Ph

[VDSON WALKER, Ph
WII.I v
-i iHOLI H WILLIS. SC
RAY OTTO ZIMMERMAN, SC

Granville.
Gibson
Trinicav.
Xoneood.
AY;, ark,
it.ill Ground, Ga.
Aberdeen, S. D.
.Gromill*.
Frtomantbnrg, H
Jeflerson.
Ptoua.
Hartford, Conn.
Chicago, HI.
Postboy.
JoiUt, III
GramiUs.
Newark.
Gran
Dayton
Palaskala.
Toledo.
Dayton.
Dayton.
Granville.
Washington C. II
PtrrysviUt
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Va.

Sophomore Class.
JACKSON BAOOS, Ph
: i: BAONAI I. Hi nil. Ph
BARL RAYMOND BBBOUT, Ph
CLARI NCB EDWARD BROWN, Cl
PLOTD D CARLOCE, 8c
lUkkv BNIOR CHILCOTB, SC
HOWARD PAOB CONNABLB, Ph
■ BRADSBAR CRANDALL, SC
i HORACR CROWL, 8c
WALTER EUERI DAVIBS SC
WATSON DAVISON. SC
ALBERT MILTON DIXON, Cl
' ARL I'M I.i.kII-K DOERR, Cl
■I'M-1 i "NAM DUNN, Be
HOWARD PERRMJR., Cl
I."iihkT WILLIAM PLACE, I'M
PAUL CHRISTOPHER PO«, SC
WILUAN HILL OODDARD, SC

Newark.
Londomill*.
Alexandria
Rochester, N. Y.
AUxandrio.
Neieark.
Springfi.i.1
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Da\t><n.
Elyria.
Alexandria.
ZanitoilU.
Dayton.
Howling Green.
Cineinnoti
SpiingjWU
Dayton
Harrodtbrng, Ky.

J
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Wii;:
x

HART.

Urbcma
1 onion, III.
M.
i i ■ ..
\< i ,'i> ittyillt
Pan

S

CHARI

v.
l . ■
l.L I
I

■:

•

|«1

•■!<::•. &

Hint -r. II | j
tnand rig* i. A' V.

■ ■• ■ '
1
koBK. rDi
TII u ■ - . •
KAV I
HARRY

.'.'.--, i astkt, Pa.
I im i
Utxan .■■! i
Portsmouth

Tin-; CBJ

., ;

QrommlU
....... .We
;,.:-.

LEWIS
BIRNI

■
v R iv v

-

. .0»«
Frnhaun

CIAAI.

. : K-ilU. Mass.
.■
W.Va.
Ml l
Hibron.

I: •
HOMER!

BtUtnno.
Haskiiu
. X. M

CLARI KCE EDWJ

ZoD

GramiUt

.

I'AI L

H

ADBLI
WILLIAM

ABT«

"

HARRI HENRI
IBRABAMDICE

■' ■

Ph..
i, Sc...

Franklin
U rgaR Por», /U.
' /-.'in./, /'a.
...Sowarh
. r,>«iijs;«u»n
lipp.\anoe.
Pilttfcntoiiu
...
Frtsrw
Ifnmiafo La*#. A/iiw.
/.. . .

H

ANNUAL CATALOGUE

RALPH GARDNER F.LVIN.
PAUL DANIEL PLBUINO,
WALTER

WlUH

("I
Be

FRAIIER, SC

THOMAS BROOM EIH.D FRIZBLLB,

Cl

WILLIAM DIANE FILTON. SC
MAURICE ALLKS OAMTS. SC

(ARL (HESNEY GlMON, Ph
FLORP.NT GIBSON, SC
ROBERT CLINB GILL. SC

Cl

UL'OII I'LARI SI K GILI.ESI'IE,

("I

FRED HARLUW HOLDEN.

HOMER DENISON HOLLER, SC
RICHARD BABBITT HOOPER,

Ph

JOHN CRAGO HOSKINSON, SC

Cl

HORACE HOLMES HINT.

Cl
Ph

CONSTANTINB FAITH KEMPER,
HAROLD AUGUSTUS KKSLER.
CHARLES HENRY KIND, SC
JOHN MITCHELL,

Cl

WARREN LELAND MORRIS,

I.i si

Ph

IF HATES MOSS. SC

HARMON AUSBURN NIXON, JR.,
MAX HRADLV N'ORPELL.

HARL EMERSON NOTTINGHAM,

ALPMD

Cl

Ph
Cl

SHEI'AKDSON ORCDTT, SC

JOHN WILLIAM PARKER, SC
WILLIAM BIRIIETT PARRY, SC
WILBUR JAY PBETS, SC
WILI.DRED WAYNE PLUMMER, SC

I'HARI.ES

FREID QIEISSER.

Sc

HENRY DONALDSON ROSS, SC

Hi HURT I)i. I.I is SCOTT, Cl
PlBD SIIM.IV SIM-.KRY. SC
ALVIX ZI.NAS STONBR, SC
FLOYD ADELBERT TENNANT, SC

Gsoaoi

DWIGHT UPSON, SC

HOWARD VAMALLBRT, SC
I'HARLES BLOUNT VANCE. SC
CHARLES JOHNSON WARD. SC
AI.EIm ALLEN WHITLEY. SC
ROBERT BUENE WHYTE. SC
I.INUKN RINB WILSON.

Cl

MERRITT MINARD WINTERSTEIN. SC
ARTHUR MAIILON ZELL, SC
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Indianapolis, Ind.
Frazeysburg.
Frazeysburg
Kasson. Minn.
Newark.
Troy,
Granville
Canton.
Norwalk.
Ml. Carrick.
Martin's Ferry.
Granville.
Columbus.
New Freeport, Pa.
Granville.
Freemansburg, W. Va.
Urbana.
Granville.
Lorcin.
Nottingham.
Maiden. Mass.
Granville
Newark.
Conneaut.
Granville.
Toledo.
Waynesburg, Pa.
Toulon, III.
Newport, Ky.
Cleveland.
Columbus.
Geneva.
Ulica.
White Ash, Pa.
Elyria.
Newark.
Cleveland.
Hillsboro.
Newark
Prescotl. Out . Canada
Waukegan, III.
Lelart, II'. Va.
Thompson.
Granville
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Special Students.
MM/.

:

i

H'M

■

"ick.
'iiiaua.

■

■

Ind,
■

>

f
I

In t
i Wi$

•
.

///

■

limaiea, W. I.
■

.

■

■■

ANNUAL CATALOGUE

HARRY Tin KM AN REEVES
JOHN SAMUEL
< tNLKY KsNBV St!
[low AMD DANA SIM KINS
Ili NJ.Y WALTER STEVENS
WAI i I.K Scoi r Sri. WART
CBARLBS HEX TALBOT
IlAKkv KiiWARi) TBUMTON
DsXTBB JUNEIM TlORT
WILLIAM LEE ToWNtBND
Mi ON CASSIUI TVLER
SUUIO USSUOI
WALDO PllHBR WALKKR
CHABLBS KMI RSOM WARNKK
THOMAS HOWARD WICKEKDEN
TRL'B

Am N
VTALLACl

WILLIAMS
VALE
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Paris, IIIMartin s Ferry.
Shelby
Xeuwrk.
Conncaut.
Koeluster, X. V
. .Sistersvtlle. W. Va,
Chicago III.
Granville.
Ztm$SVffl$,
Granville.
Granville.
Smihury.
Ilubbard.
Toledo.
Wotikcgan, III.
Waynesficld.

.>
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STL DENTS IN SHEPARDSON COLLEGE CLASSES.
Senior Ckss.
I
!
IKBNB NAOM
ADA MAY ]

.
Ph

,. . -.
HA ANNA HI
ULA

•

GramilL
Kalamatoo, Mtck
< lmaha X,b.
MaduomiUt.
Roehtsttr, N Y,
Pans, III,
Portland, Origin
■' '■ A '•■ I-town.
GrawuilU

'•'

Pataskala.
Sid
M im .

Iw i > v ■

EJjfM ///

. ---i/.v Wit,
Pawtm htt, H. /.
GramUU
GramaOU
Xeb.
• tmillt
i
I
I
I

Ph
I

t I'i.
1

ALVA
CBUA

R
H

Junior Clm.
.',>...
..-..if;
GramUU
PI
Skt tttyvilU, Ind.
..
Grot
Grauviiit
' ImimmU
OskaloosOi Iowa.
Iromkm
Xru-ark.
YnMwb

i. Ph
...
ELLA MAI

GramUU.
Ntwark,
Baavtr Dam. Wis.
< ki ago, in
Swrlfcww, /'a.
GramiUi
GramUU

ANNUAL CATALOGUE

I'h
KaTHBBIMB TklMMLR. Ph
BLONDA HANKS WATT, Ph

SHIRLEY SLACK.

GERTRUDE EMMA WBIOHT,

Ph
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Granville
SprinRfu-UI.
Chicago, 111.
Granville.

Sophomore Class.
Am

ZILLAU ALEXANDER,

Be

ANNA BLIIABBTB BARRETT,

Ph

I'h
LUSLLA HlLDRED BLAKK, Cl
BLVA I-' < v BRAKBMANI SC
HAKkiKT N'HWF.LL BRITTAN, SC
FAYI LOVINO CLBVBLAMD, Cl
: < Lois CRILLY. Cl
EsTHI K hrsi i-iiiNK CROOEB, Ph
MAKV BLLBN DICKINSON, Ph
I 111 PoRD, Ph
FLORENCE PSARL HORNKR. Cl
I.ACkA BLISABBTB HOSU K. Cl
HELEN KENDRICK HUNT, Ph
Mi : n ALBBRTINA JUNKS, Ph
Pi IMI 1 1 MALONHY. Ph
I'I IRI BICKER UBBCBB, Ph
Oil roRO NICHOLS, Ph
ESTHER CHRISTINE NIXON. Cl
RUTH ORCUTT, Ph
AI.MA BURNETT POLK, Ph
ANNA QUICK, I'h
SUEIE QUICK, Ph
ANNA IfARIOM ROCKWOOD, SC
LIA SPBMCBB, Cl
HAZEL Sri NCER, Sc
ElEIB RHINEHART BTUDBB, Ph
\ '11 THORNTON, Ph
ADOIB TUDOR, I'h
S'INA BINONBR,

Wrtn.
Granville.
Mansfield.
Urbana.
Geneva.
Chicago, HI.
Franklin.
Newark
Ravenswoeul, It'. Va.
New Castle, Pa.
Clcvi'lanil.
Hamilton.
Ncwcomerstown.
Granville.
Granville.
Savanna, ///.
Newark.
Granville.
Granville
Granville.
New Vienna.
Ft. Collins, Colo.
Ft. Collins, Colo.
Granville.
Granville.
Ntw Strai'svillt.
Frtdericktown.
Granville.
Walnut Hilh.

Freshman Class.
ALIA ELISABBTH BALDWIN,

Ph

Ph
Ph

BESSIE BI.LLK BRICK.
GRACE

EDITS (LAY,
CoCBJBaM, Ph

Cl
IMOGEN! CRITCHEIBLD, Ph
LIMB DAVIBS. Ph
Ik AN, 1 ■, RBBTE BDMOMSOM, Ph
' LARA DANIEU FIFIKLD, Ph
EMILY KH« COLWELL,

East Liverpool.
GamtUrtllt,
Granville
Salama. »'. Va.
Granville.
Wheaton, III.
Granville.
Little Rock, Ark.
I'awtuekel, R. I.

--
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...
.

.

:

Ph

.......

I in. lim.MI
' ' ■

T» II l<

■ I «

I
■■

I n " I i. la
'■

I

■

•

!! . i: ->i Hick
■

Ml
Congo Fret Suit.
Alrua.
■

:
1

: >>: i<: iti

I I.

\na. 111.
Mass.

,

.1! StUdtDtt.

Wit,
i
■

. 1 ville

■

■ ■:,
■

■

'

Bio.
'Unti

h 1.1

ANNUAL CATALOGUE
AIIHY MARGUERITE G A URIEL
EVA KAITH GKANDSTAPP
KTIIEL PAYS GRIFKBTH
MILDRED ALICE IIAWKK
PEARL HENLEY
PLOUHCI M. HERMANN
RUTS ISABEL H< IFXINB
km. A MIMKVA INGLER
OLIVI ANN II .SKINS
ELIZABETH CABLI8LB JOHNSON
RUTH Lot Ml JOHNSON
ADI LAIDI ELISABETH JONES
UAROUBRITB MARY JUNKS
UINNIB ANNA KLAMKOTH
ALICE MAY LAMB
. Lou IBB LAMBON
MAI I LIB LEARNED

Mill ILWBN LLOYD
HAZLB LII.I.IAN MARTIN
MCI PERN MONTGOMERY
Hi i.i.N MARY MCCARTY
GRACI Md 'LELLAM
[RBNI MI CLURI
BSATI :
-;i O XHAL
i IZABI I- Pioo
AI.MA LILLIAN PROVENCE
i ROCKWOOD.

Ri
SPARKS

G« LAD1
ELLA GERTRUDE STEWART
WHITALL STREET
MAUDI THOMPSON

I I i ■ i i NCI TRAi I
I OLA IRBNI TRI I ■'■ ORTBT.
MVRTLI BELLI WALKER
I CORA WALSH

Granville.
Granviilc.
Granville.
Si. Louisville.
Joliet, 111.
Crolon.
Gramrtib,
ATewark.
Loraiiw.
Marietta.
Urbana.
Vruwnt.
GranoilU.
Kirkttsvilk.
Toledo.
Toitdo.
Gran
Columbus.
Hebron.
Newark.
Co/MfNOMJ
Fwdtricktown
W/j-i/.i, ///.
KtlttOH.
V#*wJr.
IIopuwJ. Pa,
Croi
AVuwrAr.
Newark.
Granville.
/<****, ///.
Granville.
GramUit.
Ilubbard.
H/OfJUMffOM, /'. C.
K4rk*rmIU.
Daykm.
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SHEF'ARDSON PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
Senior Class.
■
K

tyton

"

mum
- km*, Flo,

I

. mi
v LomsvtiU,

I
.'

■

Middle Class.

.
G
I
■■

Gran
I WU (OH n

rffll
Junior CUss.

;

GranwilU,
ft

-f

-t

ETA>

.
A •** lueport. Pa.

Ben Run W. Va
GramriiU.
GtonvilU.
■

Vanatta.
i ,-Mover.

ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Electivcs.
i
Kvtk

RUTH ALTSHOOI
GRACI BBALL
MAI BILLING!
I ASIA BLAXI

BtRVi DICK
IICKBRSON
CLAIRB DANIELS FIPIBLD
i I.:: A 1 ; I:\IINC
I

ii Ai MII i PLBMING
I! >.: i ii i JANB FKHBLLI
I.: in I. PAYI OKU FBTH
i :KI

. . ■ . ■

OLIVB ANN JBNKINI
ARTHUR LOWI LL JOHNSON
III/Ain.i II CARLIILI JOHNSON
HASBL

1 M LBMMON
l.iI.T.IAN MARTIN
PBRN MONTGOMERY

MAI-Y UCCARTY
ANITA MCGAUGHY
MAROARBT KBNOALL MCKIBBEN
i i ELISABBTH O'NEAL
i ELISABETH OWENS
■ MAY PoRTBR
MARIE PORTER
MCI MARGUERITE POTTS
MYMA PoWBLt
LAURA XI.WKLL PROUTY
ALII I MARY RICHARDS
RUTH ESTHER ROCKWOOU
JULIA IRENE ROGERS
MARION GRAYSON ROSE
Lois KI.VIKA SMITH
II I.AVIMA SUMMERS
GR LADYI SPENCER
ELLA GERTRUDE STEWART
JOSEPHINE STEWART
DOROTHY RUTH SWARTZ
HELEN LOUISE SWISHRR
JOY FLOSSIE TRACY
RUTH MARGARET WAIKINS
PAB MARY WEBBER
LELA ANNE ZIMMERMAN

Newark.
.Newark,
Kingston, R I.
Urbana.
Newark.
Radnor.
Pawtuck*. R. I.
Browning, Mo.
.Martngo.
Kasson, Mitnt.
Granville.
Toll
LoroAn,
Granville.
Marietta
Waynesville
Hebron.
Newark.
Columbus.
Granville.
Granville.
KonUm.
Jvffcrsonville.
Vevay, Ind.
Weston, Mich.
Fowlerville, Mtch.
Chtllicotke.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville
Columbus.
Cincinnati.
Granville.
/o/«/, ///.
./<>/«*, //'■
Granville.
Millersport.
Hubbard.
Ema.
Savanna, III.
Loudonvtlle.
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I MVSKSITY

ITS IN DOANI ACADI MY.
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1007.
1 LST, Sc.,

.

f AT

AKTI

SC,

S .

■

. Nixon Cl.i
MM Cl
!'[' M1IER, SC
II ft, Sc..
'

■

.

.

■

■.

Cl.,
■

■

.

14. ' 1 .

'
. '..

.

M

■!

Cl.,

.
Seni

•

1

1

i Mick
| ;-':.:

:

.

'
'

■

1

'

i
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Stockton, .V. V.
Toledo.
Newark.
Youngstowu.
Granvillf.
Elyria.
Skeffietd, Mass,
Wiikinsburg, Pa.
Gronville.
Gram
Lerain,
Piano,
SavLa-Mar Jamaica.
Paris, I.'I.
Morton's Ftrry.
Hadley, Ky.
Conneaul.
Newark,

CLAIR KBHT
HAROLD EDOAR LAMSON
WILLIAM E* ■
BDWARD PAYBON LINNBU
: WILLIAM I.urn)

...

1

i

PRANKLIN MCCANN
U ICEWAN
. Hi IIMI MILL] a
i ZBRBB MILLED

i it.
RY PATTBRBON
PHILLIPI
Turn MAN R.BEVBB

• ii ii
i

WALI

• 'i. i
H AHT

.V. V.

HART 8VBN

Stamford, Conn
.\'r,oark.
Gra
//■
Hubbard.
Pi

N

. i
.

HI
WARNBR

. u
WARRBN WAYBRIOBT
'..

■

II

>'.'i IMS..i k

'■;>.'.'.

v.'m II
: WOLV

fVaukegau, III
II
Middle Class.

BBTH ALBAUOH
I IMPBBLL
ti I AI IBI

H

//.

Gro
1'.'

■ ,sII

i,

GranvUU.
Tkomps •'-..
V« ark.
Joknst ■ ■"-

I r.
1

HARRY

i
I

ALVIN MBDRICI
HI
RI
WILLIAM HOWBU
VLLBl MM
: • \K

■iii.

OLD RAI

. ■ ■■.

' lay! n, W. Va.
.. i
Bladtnsburf.
I •
V<
Center, Mass.
UassiUon.

.
■

'
■

■

'

■

.
.

■

■

- Class.

.

-

'
■

.
. |
Mkk.
1 ii

■

.

■

///.

■

:■

IN Falls.
1 Kay.

■■■

'

■

mtug.

'

1

tn/UU.
•
lyn N V

■

I'K

■

-

.

Yomtgstow*.
R • >ithet.
Ill

:■

','.

'.'■

■

■

/><!).'<'«
Hubbant.
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Elective*.

<

LARI

Hi
*

BLMI K BLACK
D BROWN
WYM.VN ClIAMBBRLlN

I
WIN CITHER.
i i
CONNABLI
DAN1BL FLBMINO
i BROOUFIELD FRIIELLB
I HART
BABBITT HOOPBR
MATHBI
CALVIN IIUNM

K ifo

I kNDERSl • s i v:.HN'
' : IM PARKI >
• JAI PBBTI
M ANTS NV I'M IIFI.R
WALLACI PHILLIPS
\ SPBRRT
ALVIS Z> HAI STOKER
TALBOTI
LD RAY I'M'\IAS
HAROLD THOMAS
I EDWARD THUKSTOX
LOUIS VANALLBM

.'■■■. WuiTLET
Ai LBN WILLIAMS
.'.

If*. Vimon
BtUmut.
/
l/..r^;.iil fork III.
IU:\lcr City.
Springfuld.
h'razfysbur^.
Kasson, Mitm.
. Kcwark.
Columbui
Chicago, 1:1
'l,?i< Haw... /»;,/.
I .
Toulon, III.
Washington, 111.
Wtitmonland, Jamaica
I 'tica.
WhiU Ash. Pa.
SiStOTSVillf, W. Va.
. Pionotr.
Da
Chicago, III.
Chn/tland.
SHffitld, Conn.
WauktgOHt, III.
Ltlart, W Va.

STUDENTS OF THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
I i ■■ ADAMI
■■ •».,
JULIA IREHI ARHITAOB

••
JUUET BARKER

■■■ 11 ■ Hi Ai.i
UARII BlLUfAN

MAI.

niA

BLIZABETB BOMO
HAIELTON BROWN
DAVID C. BROWN
Bi HI BRUI I

Dayton.
Cla-d.u; ■
Hashini.
Granvillo.
GranviOo.
Ntwarh.
Dayton.
Uamsfirid
(iramill,i.
Yni> StraitnilU.
Wrworh.
Garrottnill*.

13s

K SITV

I
.

>

H

Til.

• •
l
I

■

"

j

GranviiU.

i

■

• I. Pa.
■ ■:. I'a.
■

■
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Iniii [OHNSON
A;u LAIDE BLIIABETH

JONES

HTRTLI J.IM.S
H KBENAM
PRANCEI ii AII KB.NI
\i ICI M LAMB
HELEN Loui I LABJEOM
GKACF: \ATALIE I.EAHXEII

-" !'"-■.
'■■"'■> E IF si II
BDR IN- ROBERT LITTLE
MAI.' AH T I ILWBM LLOYD
QUINCV A MAIN .

f-Ui
i
Hi 1.1 x M HO Urn
• l»i « Hi I'I.UBB
I 1. McCoLLUM
Hi KIBBBI
M M HAUL
'■'■
Mn K
VIOLA UOBOAN

■

<
to«M

•

BLUABITH OWENS
EDITH ORACI PATTI NOILL

BLIIM
> Pi™
HATPORTBE

«
' I WELL PBOUTY
rOR...,
1. HILLARD RocKWOOD
' in Rnc-KWOCD
■ M ROBMEE
ROM
u
< an SAROBNI
' |»i.i r HSNRTSII
U
Hi II SHAW
BHOIIAII

8MRM
i

II

BriNCER

ELMUBETH COLTOM SPENCER

B»»NCtB
""" ' '•'"■"•* BM NCBB

MtChm
Vanirk
GramrUU.
Vntark
Stockton, .V. V.
Tolnio
Tot
GranvilU.
WayntsvilU
CoshoctoH.
Norwalk.
Columbus.
■\shley.
Savanna, III
Columbus.
Atlanta, III.
Granville
GranvilU
Bncyrus.
Nmark.
Martin's Ferry.
Granville.
Jaduonlown,
Jcfjersonvttle.
{/Mia, A1. V.
Jamestown.
Bri«li //<nw*.
Vway /n,i.
HVHon. Mfcft.
Granville.
Pataskala.
Granville.
Granville.
ZanmilU.
Granville
GranvilU
Newark.
Madisonville.
II ur.v,iui.
Covinglon.
A/rowr*.
Cfa.ni;;,
Newark
Dayton
Granville.
N«, Slraitsville.
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.

.

■

'
■

.:.• m

■

■ ■>: P. c

.
■

'
■

.
■ imp ' hase.

■

'
■

.
■

LoudonvWt.
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STUDENTS IN ART.
LOLBI
ALBRIGHT
RUTH AKJ RI
DI K HBOLBR UALLAKH
i.i.i/Aiii in BBNBDICT

"1 Am.i :

LD

R

joy

CARMAN
HANBCOHB I'AKMAN

.
RWART GLADBTOKB CAKMIT
I iBT Louui CHAMBBRUN
AN*
I ' ■ >RBN4

/'.J/'-'

. Ml I i

'<MAN

LL
INT DUMM
UAI PIT

v
L

'■'■

ORIPPBTR
IV

Hi

HBLBN HUNT

'■'

I [NO JONM
LBUHOM

II | I.AMBON
: R i . LI.OVD
[RBNI Ud MR I'.
MTONTOOMMT
BlCKBJL MI.UCBR
is
CHI U'IIUNSON
1
i BPHAMI SETTLB...
i -' F:R SHAW
11 M
H OLTOM SPFNCBR
RTRUOB STEWART
1

M

M DI THOMPSON
IOLA TRUBWORTHT
WAU
1

...

Columbus
Mitwaukt*, Wis,
i'levclan-1.
Washington C. H,
Granville.
liranville,
GranvUU,
Granville.
Granville.
Da
Salama, W. Va.

'"i-A

WAUH

Deavertown.
Granvillv.
Howling Green.
Dayton
Bird's Run.
Granvillf.
J.'li' t. lit.
Granville
Granville.
H/ayti«w7/c.
7'- it
. -Columbus.
Af/aiift] //i
Pataskala.
Newark.
Granville.
Goodfutld.
Madisonville.
lVarjau/.
GranviiU
Dayton
Joliet. III.
Granville.
WojJMiiftoN, 0. C.
Joliet. III.
Dayton.
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT ATTENDANCE.
.

4

........ 99
.22

. . 38
. 22
60

. 42
.. 29
71

. . 64
37
1(11

. 61
.52
113
... 58
25
. . 31
.28
137

11
.11
17
. 43
82
137
38
•

i

884
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SCHEDULE OF COURSES AND HOURS.
All odd numbered courses in the following tables belong to
the Pint Semester, even numbered courses to the Second.
The figure in the first column to the right of the name of the
course indicate! the number of hours credit given; the next column gives the page of the catalogue on which the course is
described: the third column to the right of the course name
indicates the division of certain courses into sections, or into
lecture and laboratory work. In the columns headed with the
names of the days of the week is indicated the hour of recitation
for each day on which the class meets. The student will of
course, use this schedule in connection with the statement of
ml requirements of the Group which he has chosen, and with
the full description of courses given in the detailed statements
of the various departments of study. Starred courses (*) are
cither given only on alternate years or have some other peculiarity which cannot be given in this schedule and for which the
student must consult the full description of the course, which
will easily be found by using the page reference in the third
column.
The Gymnasium hours scheduled are for the required physical exercise of Freshmen, Sophomores and electives of not more
than two years' attendance. The detailed arrangement of days
for individual students will be arranged with the Physical
Director.
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